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PREFACE 
This thesis springs primarily from a gug:·estion by 
Dr. James E. Miller, Jr. that the Plinlimmon pamphlet in 
Pierre might be the key to an important theme in several 
of Melville's works. After doing some research into the 
problem, I found that .Melville's fiction had not been 
systematically explored from this point of view, and in- 
deed that some critic! ~aid any such exploration would be 
invalid. After a careful analysis of Melville's fiction, 
I believe that the pamphlet is the key to a basic theme 
in Melville's fiction. 
I am very grateful for the help which Dr. Mlller has 
given me in the preparation of this thesis, and for bis 
constant encouragement. Ilis own extensive work on Mel- 
ville's fiction has been of considerable aid to mine. I 
at so wi$h to thank my wife for her moral support and for 
the many hours which she spent reading my manuscripts and 
offering helpful suggestions. 
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The following is a list of the works of Herman Melville 
which have been used in this thesis. References fer quo- 
tations taken from these volumeg appear in parenthe!es 
immediately following each quotation. The large Roman 
numeral within the parenthe~es refers to the volume nu~ber 
of the work, and the Arabic numerals refer to the page in 
that volume. For in~tance: (III, 26) refers to page twcnty- 
six of Redbtt!'n. A list of specific ed l t Ion s cited and used 
for all quotations appears in the bibligraphy at the end 
of this thesis. The volumes are listed here in chronolog- 
ical order, and the dat e is that of fir st publication. 
I. ?·1nrdi, Volu~c I ( 1849) -- 
II. Mnrt1i, Volu.,c II (1349) -- 
III. Rerlbur u (1349) 
IV. ~1hitE J.a~eJ. (13~0) 
v. Moby ~ (1351) 
VI. Pierre (18.52) 
\'II. Jilly~ (11)24) 
I. THE PR OB LEM 
It is with a slight feeling of trepidation that I ap- 
proach such a well-harvested field of scholarly speculation 
as the fiction of Herman Melville. Since the rebirth of 
critical interest in Melville, usually dated from the publi- 
cation of Herman Melville1 Mariner !.!!2, Mystic by Raymond M. 
Weaver in 1921, there has been a flood of books and articles 
on this author and his work. Regardless of the amount and 
calibre of the scholarship, both by literary 1cholar1 and by 
psychologists, there is still no definitive critical work on 
Melville's fiction, and it is certainly not my aim to provide 
such a work. It is my aim to study several of Melville's 
major works of fiction in the light of a pamphlet called 
"Chronometricals and Horologicals" which purports to be 'by 
one Plotinus Plinlimmon in Melville's novel, Pierre;~ The 
Ambiguities. In my view of Melville's work, this pamphlet 
is as near a statement of the author's philosophy (as dram- 
atized in his works) as can be formulated. I do not main- 
tain that a study of the relationghip of the pamphlet to 
the works will reveal the whole "truth" about the "meaning" 
of Melville'! works, but I do think that it will show a 
significant thematic pattern. 
The pamphlet and the novel in which it appears are 
both subject to a great deal of critical controversy. As 
William Bragwell gays, "Of all the works of Herman Melville 
Pierre; .2!. !!!!,Ambiguities (1852) has been perhaps the greatest 
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problem for critics.111 I plan to give a detailed ana Iy sd s 
of the pamphlet in Chapter II where I will deal with it and 
with Pierre; but before di~cugsing the divergent critical 
opinions of the pamphlet it is necessary to give a short out- 
line of its contents. Briefly, it is a philosophical treatige 
based on the conceit that chronometers are clocks which keep 
Greenwich time, and the1e are equated to absolute (divine) 
standards. Horologes are clocks which keep the local time, 
and these are equated to relative (human) mtandardg. Since 
man fg not divine and therefore is separated from God (Green- 
wich), it is sen!eless, and in fact immoral, for man to 
attempt to conform to absolute gtandards. Prom this view, 
the pamphlet draws the practical ideal that the beet that 
man is able to attain in the world ie a "virtuous expediency," 
rather than any absolute good. 
Lawrance Thompson represents the most extreme view of 
the pamphlet, as he does in most que!tions of Melvillian 
I 
interpretation. Thompson says, "P)'Hnlimmon •s utterances on 
'Chronometricals and Horologicals' are the high-water mark 
o~ Melville's stylistic rascalities in Pierre, and ghould 
be picked up as delicately as one geizes a porcupine. Artis- 
tically, these utterances were designed to be both dangerous 
and treacherous, ••• many interpreters of Melville have 
misunderstood this Plinlimrnon hoax and then have used their 
misinterpretationg as support for their misinterpretations 
of Dilly Budd !''2 Thompson bases his reading of the pamphlet 
as a "hoax" on his total interpretation of Melville's work, 
an interpretation arrived at by some mystical divination of 
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when Melville is writing ironically and when his writings 
are to be read as direct statement. According to Thompson, 
"Melville gradually formulated a complex variety of f;tylistic 
and structural methods for expressing himself in such a way 
as to protect himself from heresy hunters."3 The position 
which Thompson would have Melville expressing i11 a belief in 
a God who hae attributes of "tyrannous har shne ss and cruelty 
and malice."4 Melville's attitude toward this God is one of 
defiant rebellion. Thus, in Thompson's view, Ahab's defiance 
in Mohy-~ ie a direct expression of Melville's defiance 
of God. 
Milton R. Stern takes a somewhat less extreme view than 
that of Thompson, but he also believes that the Plinlimmon 
pamphlet is not valid in terms of the action of the novel. 
Stern 8ay1, "At first glance, this pamphlet, highlighting 
Pierre's plight as it does, would seem to be the very 
doctrine that Melville calls for in all his books. Yet, 
bv I a moment's reflection shows that it is{the pamphlets etand- 
ards that Glen Stanley, the Reverend Mr. Fal!grave, and Mrs. 
Glendinning gauge their own actions."5 Stern proceeds to 
interpret the actions of thege characters in terms of the 
"virtuous expediency" extolled by the pamphlet. Interpreting 
the actions of these characters in these terms requires a 
heavy emphasis on "expediency," and almoet no reference to 
"virtuous," an emphasil! which I believe is faulty. Stern 
also relies heavily on the later actions of Plinlimmon, 
the purported author of the pam~1let, to vitiate its strength. 
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Among those who attempt to create a biography of Melville 
by studying his fiction, opinion Ls divided on the pamphlet. 
a 
lknry A. Murr,t is a practi~ing p~ycholog.i~t who edited the 
Hendricks nou!e edition of Plerre, which includeis a long 
introduction and voluminous notes. Murray adm.l t s that "in 
gubgtance and gtyle thlg provocative pamphlet i~ one of the 
plateaug of the novel and is very pertinent to the r:iain plot."6 
Further, Murray gays that "'Chronometr icals and Horologicalg' 
i11 first of all an able, though unf In I shed , critique of 
Christianity as an operating force in the evolution of soci- 
ety ••• More covertly the pamphlet is an indictment by 
Melville of Plinllmmon in particular and of society in 
general.117 The argument for the indictment of society 
meemg well-founded, but except in the sense that Plinlimmon 
is revealed as a pure relativist in moral questions by the 
pamphlet, I cannot find any evidence that this constitutes 
any indictment of him by Melville. According to Mui:ray, 
"The pamphlet is unfinished because it prese:nts no elevating 
substitute for Christian ethics. Plinlimmon•s egocentric, 
non-benevolent, prudential morality is patently ina<lequate.118 
It is informative to note that all of the adjectives applied 
to the morality in .Murray's evaluation are obviously taken 
from a 8tudy of the character of Plinlimmon rather than the 
pamphlet. While there is a relationship between Plinlimmon 
and the pamphlet which carriee his name, it ie not neces- 
sarily as direct as Murray ~eems to assume. It is neces- 
ary to remember that the pamphlet is not written by Plin- 
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limmon himself, who neither reads nor writes, but by fol- 
lowers of the philosopher. Also, the character of Plin- 
limmon is not all as black ag Murray paints it. Another 
basic problem is that Murray's reading of Pierre is "as a 
psychological document rather than as a nove1"9 which seems 
to deny Melville to some extent his artistic responsibility 
and make the novel more of a symptom of a eick psyche than 
a conscioug literary creation. Finally, Murray views the 
Plinlimmon pamphlet as a statement of Hawthorne's philo- 
sophical vie\ts,lO and sees the struggle between Plinlimmon 
and Pierre as a formulation of the philogophical difference 
between Hawthorne and Melville. The chief problem with this 
identification is that the pamphlet does !!!U. represent in 
any way Hawthorne's viewe. Hawthorne wag not a relativist, 
and would be on the aide of the "chronometricals" with some 
reservations, rather than profegsing that man wae capable 
only of "virtuous expediency."11 
Perry Miller maintains that Pierre's quest is not 
wrong, either in the eyes of the author, or "even in the 
Plinlimmon pamphlet."12 He gays that it appears to some 
to be wrong in those terms because the pamphlet "deceive~ 
those who do not undergtand what carlyle meant by the bound- 
lesg imbroglio."13 Miller does not clear up this misinter- 
pretation for the unenlightened but goes right ahead to the 
conclusion that Moby-~ and Pierre "are, to the end, 
implacably, defiantly, unrepentantly Transcendenta1.014 
While this is certainly an ingenious reading of the bookg, 
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I do not believe that it i! supported by the action in the 
novels. 
Richard Chase takes this view: "Every work of art is 
the product of a mind disburdening itself of !tis own poten- 
tial inganity."15 It eurprise~ me that with thi!I attitude 
he arrives at as many worth-while conclu~iong ag he does. 
Cha~e sees Pierre as a combination of a false Prometheus 
and Christ, and in !ome waye this seemg helpful, though 
hig pgychological reading of the book does not. 
Newton Arvin, who is among tho~e who attempt to anal- 
~ yye Melville from hi~ work, say~ that in writing Pierre, 
Melville was "all too evidently shaken , confused, uncertain 
of his gtroke."16 Arvin doeg say that the pamphlet means 
"juet what it says,017 but that Melville was not too sur e 
of his own acceptanc£ of the moral. I cannot argue about 
Melville's personal acceptance of the moral, but I will 
maintain that the action of the novels shows at least an 
artistic acceptance of it. 
William Braswell is another critic who makes a virtual 
one-to-one relationship between Pierre and Melville; that 
"Melville pre~ented in symbolical form what had happened 
to him tpiritually.018 He perceptively points out that 
"in Pierre he [Melville l indictg the principles of Christian 
ethicg by telling in great detail how a high-minded youth 
bring! disaster on himself and several others by trying to 
live by the ethical t eacb Ing s of Chr Lst , nl9 Braswell a Leo 
notes that "If Pierre had thoroughly comprehended and had 
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acted in accord with the teachings of Plinlimmon'g pamphlet 
• • • he would have escaped disafSter ."20 In other critical 
article!, Bram1ell has pointed out that Melville must have 
had some satirical intent in writing Pierre.21 a discovery 
which will aid in the interpretation of the novel, particularly 
the early chapters. 
Charle~ Moorman has written that the fall of Pierre 
from "Eden" (Sa<1dle Meadows) is a "fortunate fall" from 
erace into knowledge and ultimately into greater grace.22 
The idea may have some merit, but it does not explain 
enough of the actions of the novel to help much in its 
inter pr etat ion. 
Of the ca r Ll er criticism on Melville, Raymond M. Weaver 
uses Pierre only as a part of Melville's biography.23 Lewis 
Mumford calls the pamphlet a member of ttthe heap of frag- 
ments in Pierre that mark the thrust and power of Melville's 
mind, ••• that remains embedded in the memory."24 Unfor- 
tunately, as Robert Forgythe points out,25 Weaver has made 
10 many errors in !ummarizing the plot of Pierre that the 
validity of hiB finding! is sorely in question. E.L.G. 
Watson puts forth1 an early opinion that Pierre is "a work 
of surpri!ing loveliness, of most accurate and delicate 
perception"26 but that is definitely a minority opinion, 
as le hie final evaluation of Pierre: "it will be found 
to be the greatest of Melville's books."27 George c. 
Homans argues that the three "unautohiographical novels 
(Mardi, Moby-~, and Pierre), are "a regularly developed 
action, complete in the three novels and completed with the 
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catastrophe in the la~t .":rn !~c pcz c e Lvc s tllf\t the "rtc Ln 
level scheme of all three novels depends on the contrast 
of the truth of heaven \:ith t hc truth of earth, most clcnrly 
ana Lyz ed in the 'Chr on one tr Lcc t s and r!or oloGicals' f r agncn t 
:i.u Pi err e , "29 The t.r ilo~y ir1en sceris cxt r cme Ly <1if f icul t 
to def en<~ in the f'ac e cf t be a ppar . ·1t c a t a s t r ophe at the end 
of each of the three novels, and the continuation of the 
~:a~ic t hcne in pr cv l ous and in later nove Ls , but Homans has 
noted the thenatic relationship which it will be the taek 
of thi~ study to explore and extend. I will go fir ~t to 
Pierre, where the theme is stated directly in the pamph te t , 
and then examine the relationship of the theme to the action 
of the novel. Then I will examine "chronomctr ical" characters 
in novels from the early Mardi• through Redburn and l'niite 
Jacket, Moby-~, and Billy~. Melville's last novel. 
The last step will be to annlyze the action! of the fol- 
lowers of the "virtuoug expediency" in the same novel!. 
() 
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I I. PIE.RRE ' nm DIRECT STATEMENT 
~ince the direct statement of the theme of these several 
novels is in Pierre a !?!. ~ Ambiguitiee, it ie appropriate 
to start there. I will give a short synopsig of the plot 
of the novel, then analyze the pamphlet itself, and show 
h~1 the pamphlet, though only indirectly related to the 
action of the novel, gheds a great deal of light on the 
events. 
The novel opens with a lengthy description of the 
life of Pierre GlencHnning in Saddle Meadowg, his ancestral 
home. He has an extreme affection for hig widowed mother. 
A suitable wife for the young heir-apparent has been chosen 
for him, a Miss Lucy Tartan, when a my!terious dark woman, 
l$abel Danford, arrives on the scene, and profesges to 
Pierre that ehe is big half-sister, the daughter of his 
father and a French woman. Pierre accepts her gtory with- 
out eubetantiation and decides that in order to protect 
hie father's public reputation and gtill fulfill his gelf- 
irnpoeed obligation to Isabel, he should tell ev~ryone that 
he is married to the dark '-tranger. Thus he can live with 
her and provide her with the protection and affection which 
she has never properly received. He does so, causing his 
mother to disown him and his fiancee to collapse from the 
shock. He takes Isabel and Delly Ulver, an unwed mother 
who lost her child and is being cast out, to the City to 
gtart a new life. He expecf s to earn the living for the 
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little "family" by writing. After much travaiy in hi~ 
thwarted attempt to relate the "truth" in big novel. 
Lucy reappears, writing him that she feels that he needs 
her. She travels to the City to live with them. Glen- 
dinning Stanley, a cousin of Pierre's and Lucy's suitor, 
along with Fred Tartan, Lucy's brother, fail in an attempt 
to thwart her plans, but they do manage to provoke Pierre 
to fight them in the end. Pierre kills Stanley and is 
jailed. When Lucy and Isabel come to visit Pierre, Lucy 
dies from the shock of discovering that Pierre and Isabel 
are brother and sister. Pierre poisons himself, and Isabel 
takes the last drops of the poison and dies on Pierre's 
lifeless body. 
The Plinlimmon pamphlet appears in the story as the 
"family" travels toward the City from Saddle Meadows. 
Melville places the pamphlet after his own comment that 
"I conf'e ss , that I mygelf can derive no conclusion from 
the lecture which permanently satisfies those peculiar 
motiong in my goul, to which that lecture seems more 
particularly addressed. For to me it geems more the 
a. excellently illustrated re-statement of a proble~, thin 
the eolution of the problem itself." (VI, 246) I believe 
that this statement must be taken ironically, bccau~e the 
pamphlet does provide a solution, though it is a practical - 
compromige rather than an abolute solution to the problem 
presented. 
The pamphlet opens by setting the purely relative 
nature of the conclu!Jions which will be drawn. "Few of 
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us doubt, gentlemen, that human life on this earth is but 
a !tatc of probaticn; which among other thine~ implie~, 
that here below, we mortals have only to do with things 
provisional. Accordingly, I hold that all our so-called 
wiwom is likcwige but provisional." (VI, 247) Plinlimmon's . . 
first step, after establi~hing this preamble, is to note 
the existence of "a certain most rare order of human souls, 
which if carefully carried in the body will almost always 
and everywhere give Heaven's own Truth, with some small 
grains of variance." (VI, 247) These are the truly 
chronometric (to use Plinlimmon's term) or Chri$tlike 
souls. The only example of such a character is Christ 
himself, as all othez humans are not capable of chrono- 
metric behavior because they are not of such high descent 
("peculiarly coming from God" [VI, 247 J ). There are no 
true chr onoraet r Ica Ls in Melville's writings. 
Plinlimmon then develops the trope of chr onome te Ica Le 
and horologicals. The chronometer which keeps Greenwich 
meridian time is compared to the soul which keeps the 
absolute standard of heavenly truth, and the horologe 
which keeps the local time is compared to the brain of a 
man which keeps the relative standard of earthly truth. 
"Bacon's br a Ln s were mere watch-maker's br a In s] but 
Chri!t was a chronometer{" (VI, 248) say s Plinlimmon. 
Further, "the reason why hits [chr ist -. teachings seemed 
folly to the Jews wa! because he carried that Heaven's 
time in Jerusalem, while the Jewe carried Jeru~alem time 
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there." (VI, 248) The same folly of Christ's teachings 
in Hi~ times pergiets today, according to Plinlimmon, 
"Because, in all that Int erva t his bequea t hcd chronometer 
has gtill preserved its originnl Heaven's time, and th€ 
g ener a I Jeru~Qlem of this world has likewise car ef ut tv 
pr eserved its own." (VI, 248) The t r ope is further ext ended 
to pofnt out the effect of a contradiction between local 
time, in China for instance, and Greemdch time, and to 
~raw the conclusion that "though the earthly wisdom of 
man be heavenly folly to God; so also, conver~ly, is the 
heavenly wi$dom of God an earthly folly to man." (VI, 249) 
Plinlimmon'B conclueion to this section of the argument is 
that God does not expect men to follO\f a chronometric 
~tan~ard, but only to maintain an accurate horologe. 
Plinlimmon maintains that the only reason that God 
sends an occa~ional chronometer into the world i! to 
demonstrate to men that their horoloeical ~oral~ are not 
un Iver sa I , 
Prom thig argument, any rerson who attempt~ to impose 
chronometrical morals on earth fg doomed to fail, and such 
a per son "will but array all men's earthly time·k~eperfl 
aga In st hil'l, and thereby work him11elf woe and death." 
(VI, 249) Plinlimrnon use~ Christ as hi8 primary exam1 le, 
showing Chrigt 1fl; fate and the pr e sent state of the religion 
he founded a~ proof of the iDpossibility of ~ucc~s~ in ~uch 
a ~chene, even though Ik was of a superior order of being, 
and did manage to remain free of folly and sin. (The pr e sent 
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gad etate of Christ's teachings comes in for considerable 
critical conunent in Melville's earlier books, Typee and 
Omoo, with particular reference to the missionaries in - 
the South Pacific.) The intrinsic dangers of a chronomet- 
rical course are vastly extended when the person attempting 
to impose heavenly morals in earthly 8ituation! is of less 
stature than Christ. In fact, Plinlimmon eay!I "almost 
invariably, with inferior beings, the absolute effort to 
live in this world according to the strict letter of the 
chronometricals is, somehow, apt to involve those inferior 
beings eventually in strange, unique follies and sins, 
unimagined before." (VI, 249-50) This is the warning 
which Pierre and the other chronometrical characters 
should have heeded but did not. 
Plinlimmon quickly adds that relativity in morals 
"does by no means involve the ju1tification of all the acts 
which wicked men may perform," (VI, 250) because one can 
sin against relative standards as well as against absolutes. 
This ey!tem mtipulates only that absolute righteousness/ 
for most men "ie not only impossible, but would be entirely 
out of place, and positively wrong in a world like this." 
(VI, 250) No man is exp~cted to give all to the poor, a! 
no man can return good for evil, but every man "gives with 
a certain gelf-considerate generosity to the poor1 abstains 
from doing downright ill to any man; does his convenient 
best in a general way to do good to his whole race; takes 
watchful loving care of his wife and children, relatives, 
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and friend11; is perfectly tolerant to all other men's 
opinions, whatever they may bes is an honest dealer, an 
honest citizen, and all thats and more especially if he 
believes that there is a God for infidels, as well as for 
believers, and act8 upon that beliefs then, though such a 
r.zan fallz inf~nitely short of the chronometrical standard, 
though all his actions are entirely horologic; --yet 11uch 
a man need never lastingly despond, becauge he is some- 
times g~ilty of some_ minor offence." (VI, 251) The fore- 
going is Plinlimmon•s definition of the "virtuous expediency" 
which that philo11opher maintains iti ••the highest desirable 
or attainable earthly excellence for the mass of men." 
(VI, 252) There are some place1 where this practical goal 
is apparently sugceptible to attack. This course of action 
entails a "self-considerate generosity•• which can be inter- 
preted by a hostile critic with the empha11ls on the "self- 
considerate," leaving the "generosity" a hypocritical sham. 
In fact, many nominal Christians are not willing to give 
all to the poor, and indeed are willing to part with precious 
little of their earnings for the needy; but this is not the 
intention of the pamphlet. The pamphlet wi11hes that men 
should give with a certain generosity but one which will 
have sufficient self-coneideration to keep the giver and 
his dependents from hardship. It is worth noting the 
"generosity" of some of the characters of Pierre, such a s 
Glen Stanley, who refuses to allow his almost desperate 
cousin the u~e of a houge which would deprive the city 
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cougin of nothing. This is not self-consideration, but 
cruelty. Similarly, when Reverend Falggrave and Mrs. 
Glendinning prepare to cast Delly Ulver out, her moet 
preesing needs are not provided for. This is not "self· 
coas.lder at e generosity," but a vindictive enforcement of 
Old Testament morality without the softening influence 
of the New Testament Law of Charity. \'/hen Plinlimmon 
encourages men to "abstain from doing downright ill to 
u~ rl any man1 ~he is certainly aeking less thal the positive 
precepts of Christianity which asks men to do good to 
others. The point is that if men would gtop doing positive 
ill to others, there would be much less suffering in the 
world than there Ls , The "convenient beet in a general 
way" is a little more difficult to fit into a poeitive 
moral system than the two previous qualifications, but 
the use of the superlative "best" seems to carry more 
weight than the conditioning "convenient," and even 
though the good ig to be in the vague "general way," 
it ig "for the good of all mankind." I think that the 
"and all that" in the section on busdne ss and practical 
ethic! can be explained by admitting that Plinlimmon (or 
the follower who transcribed the pamphlet) does harbor an 
ill-concealed contempt for the subject, but it i! not the 
ethics for which the contempt is held, but the businegs and 
practical matters in which the ethics is involved. 
Plinlimmon warns "that certain minor self-renunciations 
in this life hig own mere instinct for his own every-day 
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general well•being will teach him to make, but he must by 
no means make a complete tmconditional sacrifice of himself 
in behalf of any other being, or any cause, or any conceit." 
(VI, 251) Again this warning geems to apply directly to 
Pierre. 
Plinlimmon !tates that men have been taught too long 
to seek and reach heavenly perfection on earth which results 
too often in "moral abandonment, self -dece I t , and hypocr igy" 
(VI, 2.52) ,.,hen the mortal despairs of reaching thig perfection. 
The alternative. says Plinlimmon, is "he openly runs, like a _, 
mad dog, into atheiem." (VI, 252) 
The philo~opher points out the general ineffectiveness 
of "the only great original moral doctrine of Chrigtianity 
(i.e. the chronometrical gratuitoue return of good for .... - . . 
evil, ae distinguished from the horological forgiveness of 
injuries taught by some of the Pagan phd Lo sopher a) ;" (VI, 252) 
Plinlimmon's pamphlet ends on a kind of peroration, 
claiming to "lay down ••• what the best mortal men do 
daily practice; and what all really wicked men are very 
far removed from," (VI, 2.52-3) and agking earnest but 
despairing men and viciou~ men to follow the doctrine of 
"virtuous expediency." Another abortive paragraph start g 
out "Moreover: if--tt but the pamphlet is torn. Although 
leaving an "untidy termination," the pamphlet has ended on 
a proper note of moral fervor and a call to action. 
From the pamphlet, there are three dietinct kinds of 
characters: those who are true chronometrica18, a~ Christ; 
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those who attempt chronometrical action but, because they 
ar e "inferior beings," fall into unique sins and follies; 
and horologicals who are moral and practice "virtuous 
expediency." There is of course, another large class of 
characters not mentioned in the pamphlet except by inference, 
the people who are not chronometricals, nor truly followers 
of the "virtuoug expediency." These are the people who 
generally follat~ the expedient which benefits themgelves 
the mogt, whether that involves application of chrono- 
metricals or not, hut, though these characters appear in 
the novels, they are not the leading characters. There 
are none of the true chronometricalg in Pierre, nor are 
there any true horologicals, but the title-character is 
a clear example of the type who attemptg to live chrono- 
metrically, but fails. 
Plotinus Plinlimmon is carefully described e s "non- 
b i(enevolent" and having an air about him of "In!crutableness." 
These characteristics of Plinlimmon, and the obviou~ ridicule 
of his followers, the believers in the "Transcendental 
Pleeh-Drush Philosophy," are somewhat difficult to resolve 
with my interpretation of the pamphlet. That such a "non- 
b ii'enevolent" man could digcover the truth of life is implau- 
eible on the surface, but tenable upon more careful con$id- 
eration. First, there ie nothing in the pamphlet which 
would require that Plinlimmon go from door to door spreading 
good works and Joy wherever he goes. Second, throughout 
the novel, God is seen ag being In scr ut ab Ie , So there is 
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no incongruity in having the philosopher who di~coverF the 
truth of life in~cutable algo. The novel insi~t!, a~ doe~ 
Plinlimmon, that the knowledge of the world ie incom- 
municable. Plinlimmon neither rea~g nor writes, and the 
pamphlet which falle into Pierre's hande faflg to com- 
municate it! meaning to Pierre, the one character in the 
novel to whom it i! mo~t applicable. Third, the wi!dOm 
which Plinlimmon ha8 di!covered le very patently of the 
world, end gince the world of Melville'~ novels fg strictly 
non-benevolent, it ~eem~ appropriate that the di~coverer 
of such wi8dom ~hould al~o be non-benevolent. Fourth, there 
le an element of ~atire in the novel, and mogt romance! 
of the period had kindly old gentlemen to dispenge the 
wisdom of the benevolent world to the innocent young hero· 
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go the character of the philosopher may he planned for an 
antidote for the homely philosopher type, a~ the novel is 
an antidote for the romance which found a happy endine for 
every situation. Fifth, though the followere of Plinlimmon 
are ridiculed for their deprecation of their boclie~, 
(VI, 351-354) Plinlimmon blandly a~kg for ~ome Curacoa 
a8 a gift, eaying that he has hi@ own di8pen!ation for 
thie abrogation of the rule~ of his follower~. (VI, 342-3) 
Sixth, and mogt important, the actfong of the novel !up- 
port at every turn the wi~dom of the pamphlet. If no 
other evidence existed, the 8upport of the action of the 
novel would convince me that the pamphlet ls true, regard- 
l~s• of itm author. La8t, Plinlimmon'e face gives Pierre 
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a message while the younger man ig writing on big "deep 
book" to reveal the chronometric truth to the world. The 
message i1 "It is fooligh and vain not to quit" and this 
is exactly the message which the pamphlet tries to commu- 
nicate to Pierre. 
As several critics have pointed out, the opening eection 
of Pierre is written in a style which is so bad that it 
defies any but a satiric interpretation. The satire is 
I probably on romances which were current at the time( One 
good reason for this satiric vein is that this novel startg 
like a conventional romance, but will ultimately reverse 
the happy ending of the romance for the stark ending of a 
tragedy. This does not mean that the first section of the 
book is to be disregarded from the standpoint of plot. It 
is important that the ambiguous lover-like relation between 
the boy, Pierre Glendinning, and his mother, Mary Glendinning, 
dramatically prefigures the later incestuous relationghip 
between Pierre and Isabel, his half-sister. In this early 
action of the book Pierre "though now arrived at the 
age of nineteen, had never yet become go thoroughly initiated 
into that darker, though truer a!pect of things." (VI, 80) 
Even in the early Eden-like surroundings of Saddle Meadows, 
Pierre has what Melville significantly calls "one little 
unceleetial trait." (VI, 17) Though the trait i11 only a 
hearty appetite, the language uged emphasizes that it is 
an earthly fault. This ie the first indication that Pierre 
is an "inferior being." 
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There are some presentiments of ttinvigible agencies 
• plotting treasons" (VI, 43) against Pierre and Lucy's • • 
love, including a "dark-eyed, lustrous, imploring, mournful 
face" that has appeared to Pierre. He sees Isabel at a 
sewing session, and ie immediately struck by her beauty 
in some ambiguous way. Even this first obscure meeting 
with the object of hie attempt at chronometrical life 
provic1ea a "motive, which, for the first time in his 
recollection, had impelled hini, not merely to conceal 
from his mother a singular circumstance in his life. • • 
but likewise, and superaddedly, to parry, nay, to evade, 
and, in effect, to return something alarmingly like a fib, 
to an expl!ci t quest ion put to him by his mother." (VI, 58) 
Thie ig a foreghadowing of the deceit which Pierre will 
later perpetrate in his all-out attempt at chronometrical 
living. 
Pierre r ece Ive s a mysterious lett£r and seems "distinctly 
to feel two antagoniistic agencies wJ.thin him; one of which 
wag just struggling into hie consciouenees, and each of 
which was !triving for the maetery; and between whoge re- 
spective final ascendenciee, he thought he could perceive, 
though but mhadowly, that he him~elf was to be the only 
umpire." (VI, 73) The new entry fg the one which he calls 
the "good angel" which "defined it!elf clearer and more 
clear, and came nigher and more nigh to him, smiling 
sadly but benignantly." (VI, 73) This angel eymbolizes 
the call to chronometr !cal act ion, "to dismiss all mie- 
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givingg; not because t her e wag no possible ground for 
them, but because to disniss them wa~ the manlier part, 
never minct what might betide." (VI, 73) To dismis! any 
suggestion that the impulse was too ~trone for Pierre to 
withstand, there is h.l s mm shadowy perception that he 
"wae to be the only umpire." The angel smiles sadly be- 
cause it can foresee the ultimate folly of the course of 
which the reading of the letter is the flrE:t st ep, The 
"bad ange L" who has been advocating <lestruction of the 
letter loses, and "forth from the infinite di.stance~ 
wonder f'uf harmonies astole into his hearts so ti1at every 
vein in him pulsed to asome heavenly gwell." (VI, 73) The 
harmonieg are not from the local zone (horological) but 
I 
from~finite digtances and are heavenly (chronometrical) • 
. I1}1' the letter, Isabel couches the question of the 
courge Pierre will follow in most !ignificant terms when 
she writes "art thou an angel, that thou can st over leap all 
the heartless ugageg and fashions of a banded world, that 
will call thee fool, fool, fool! and cur!e thee, if thou 
yieldegt to that heavenly impulse which alone can lead thee 
to r e spond ••• " (VI, 74) To answer the call, Pierre mu!t 
attempt chronometrical conduct, and indeed, the world does 
call him "fool, fool, fool" for hie attempt. (At any rate 
Plinlimmon calls him exactly that. [VI, 34S] ) 
The effect of the letter on Pierre is immediate and 
far-reaching. As Pierre sits "as if scae assassin had 
stabbed him," Melville comments "Ay, Pierre, now indeed 
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art thou hurt with a wound, never to be completely healed 
but in heaven1 for thee, the before undistrusted moral beauty 
of the world is forever fled • • • Truth rolls a black 
billow through thy soul!" (VI, 75) Thie is absolute truth 
which hae destroyed his youthful illusion of his father 
as the "personif !cation of perfect human goodness and 
virtue." (VI, 79) The problem is that Pierre has been judg~ 
ing him father perfect by chronometrical standards, and 
now, when an apparent flaw in hi1 moral life appears, the 
whole illusion crumbles. The image was probably e~eentially 
accurate by horological standards, for though one sin may 
have been committed, there i1 no evidence of any other 
"positive illg" done by the older Glendinning, and in the 
rest of the qualifications he seems faultless. Pierre doeg 
not stop to consider the still high human character of his 
father, but only believes that he is not of celestial 
stature and therefore not worthy of any honor. Pierre 
say1, "Myself am left, at least, ••• Henceforth I will 
know nothing but Truth; glad Truth or sad Truth; I will 
know what.!.!• and do what my deepest angel dictates." 
(VI, 76) Thim i! commitment to the chronometer of hi! 
own "deepest angel" which will not, if Pierre can help 
it, be jarred by the earthly morals of the people around 
him. 
Immediately on the heels of this oath to know truth, 
Pierre, on the basis of no earthly evidence statem flutly, 
. I 
"This letter is not a forgery. Oh! Isabel, thou art my 
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sister; and I will love thee, and protect thee, ay , and 
mm thee through all ••• ••Here I swear myself Isabel'5" 
(VI, 76) Thi~ is the decision which ttill change Pierre's 
life completely, and it is arrived at by a chronoMctrical 
intuition that "God denand s me for thy[Isabel's]comforter." 
{VI, 76-79) 
Picrrc'g r e Iat Ion ehdp with hi! mother, changed at 
the first appearnnce of Isabel, undergoes a profound 
change after Pierre has made hi~ vow. Before the revelation 
ghe "had ever seemed to Pierre not only am a beautiful 
~aint before whom to offer up his daily ori~ons, but also 
a s a gentle 1ac1y-coun!!e11or and conf e s sor ;" (VI, 104) but 
now he can confide in her no longer. "She well might have 
stood all ordinary te1ts1 but when Pierre thought of the 
touchgtone of his immenee etrait applied to her spirit; 
he felt profoundly assured that she would crumb/1~ into 
nothing before it." (VI, 104) Pierre ha s measured his 
mother by his newly-di~overed chronometrical standard nnd 
found her lacking. He "felt that deep in him lurked a 
divine unidentifiablenees, that owned no earthly kith or 
kin." (VI, 105) This refers to hig chronometrical sout 
attempting to act in an earthly body. The new standard 
is reflected in the language ag Pierre ask! himself, 
"Loveth she me with the love past all understanding?" 
(VI, 105) in an obvioug uee of the Diblical standard. She 
fails the test, for she is not a chronometer. Pierre 
blame! the world for robbing him of hi! mother, but it is 
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his own pergerverence in applying the chronometrical 
standard to actions which causes the loss of his mother. 
Melville makes this comment just before Pierre's first 
visit to Isabel. "But Pierre, though charged with the 
fire of all divineness, his containing thing was made of 
clay." (VI, 126) This empha!ifes the earthliness of 
Pierre and the heavenliness of the chronometrical gpirit 
which will lead him to his downfall. 
The author d~lves into the mind of Pierre, finding 
these ideas; '•as not the face--though mutely mournful-- 
beautiful, bewitchingly? • • • go bewilderingly alluring; 
• • • Thus, already, and ere the proposed encounter, he 
wae assured that, in a transcendent degree, womanly beauty, 
and not womanly ugliness, invited him to champion the right." 
(VI, 126-7) This is the first direct guggegtion from Mel- 
ville that there may be some reason beyond the chronometrical 
call which may have influenced Pierre's choice. Apparently 
sexual attraction has had some part in the choice, though 
probably only eubconsciouely. After barely suggesting that 
an ugly girl might not have received the same anewer that 
Isabel received/ Melville exclaims "··Ah, if man were wholly 
/ 
made in heaven, why catch we hell-glimpses? Why in the 
noblest marble pillar that Btands beneath the all-comprising 
vault, ever should we descry the sinister vein?" (VI, 127) 
The "hell-glimpses" and the "einister vein" both ref er to 
the sexuality that eventually overcomes Pierre, the "noblest 
marble pillar." 
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As Pierre draws near his first meeting with Isabel, 
"Infallibly he knows that his own voluntary steps are 
taking him forever from the brilliant chandeliers of the 
man!ion of Saddle Meadows, to join company with the wretched 
rueh-lighte of poverty and woe:" (VI, 131) This is echoed 
in the pamphlet which says, "What man who carrieg a heavenly 
!OUl in him, hag not groaned to perceive, that unless he 
committed a sort of suicide ag to the practical things of 
this world, he never can hope to regulate his earthly con- 
duct by that same heavenly 8ou17" (VI, 250) The only 
difference ie that Pierre doe! not groan, for "his sub- 
lime intui tivene!Ul also paint! to him the •un-like glories 
of ,;od-like truth and virtue." (VI, 131) Pierre still 
thinks that he can reach this "god-like truth and virtue," 
because he does not realize that he is an "inf er ior being" 
and will consequently be led into sin. 
In the period between Pierre's first and second in- 
terviews with Jgabel, Pierre plungee into the woods to 
meditate on his respongibility for h I s actions. He lies 
in a hollow at "that spot fir st menaced by the Terror Stone 
should it ever really topple." (VI, 1.57) From this pre- 
carioug pogition, Pierre asks whatever powers that may be 
to cr ush him under the st one "if indeed our ac t Lon s ar e 
all fore-ordained, ••• and virtue as unmeaning and un- 
gequeled with any ble!1ing a~ the midnight mirth of wine." 
(VI, 158) After receiving no an!Wer, Pierre emerges and 
stand~ "haughtily upon h l s feet, as he owed thankg to none." 
(VI, 158) Thie is Melville's dramatization of Pierre's 
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freedom of will, and that character's own belief in it &t 
th~s point in the story. God either cannot or will not 
answer. 
Pierre turns over some of the strange, incompre- 
hengible facts of their possible relationship in his mind, 
"and yet~ at the mame time, persuaded, strong as death, 
that in spite of them, Isabel was indeed his sister1 • • • 
how could he fail to acknowledge the existence of that all- 
controlling and all-permeating wonderfulness, which 
is so significantly denominated The Finger of God? 
• • • 
nut it 
is not merely the Pinger, it is the whole outspread Hand 
of GodJ for doth not Scripture intimate, that He holdeth 
all of us in the hollow of His hand?--a Hollow, truly!" 
(VI, 163-4) Thia passage reiterates that Pierre's decision 
is completely intuitive and non-rational, which he feels 
comes directly from God, but Melville shows by his last 
comment that there is no communication between God and 
men, for God is "a Hollow, truly!" The promptings come 
not from God, but from Pierre's own chronometrical soul, 
aided subconsciously by his sexual attraction for Isabel. 
Pierre is firmly fixed in his error, for "He saw that 
human life doth truly come from that, which all men are 
agreed to call by the name of God; and that it partakes of - 
the unravelable inscrutableness of God." (VI, 166) lte 
is correct in recognizing the inscrutableness of God, but 
incorrect in terms of the pamphlet and in terms of the 
action of the novel, in assuming that there ls a direct 
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connection between life on earth and God. Pierre sees . . 
Isabel as "w~olly soared ou~ of the realmi of mortalness, 
and for him ghe became transfigured in the highest heaven 
of uncorrupted Love." (VI, 167) Eut thii: hero is a container 
of clay and will not avoid hig unique ein after he commits 
himself to the chronometrical cau~e of I~abel. He is free .. . 
to choose hig c our Ee, but after the choice i!! made, the 
gfn ill virtually inevitable. 
Melville make~ a pertinent comment on the ~ituation 
as Pierre ponder s hie deci$lon about the future. A man 
I 
following the trail of truth 1! compared to a man seekdng 
the magnetic pole of the earth. The man folla1.,ing truth 
too far loses the directing influence of his mind as the 
man drawing near the pole lo~es the directing influence of 
his compass according to Melville. Pierre fulfill! the 
analogy by condemning himself for hle thoughtlee!nes! in 
approaching Pa Lsgr ave for advice, "But thi!i last di1;trust 
wae not of the hearts for heaven it~elf, ro he felt, had 
!anctlfied that with its ble1sings but it was the di~trust 
of his intellect." (VI, 196) Pierre i! called an "enthusiagt," 
becauge he receivee a direct call to action which he believes 
ig from God, and now digtruets the reaeon, which ig of the 
earth and therefore undependable in the view of enthu~iagts. 
Pierre comes to the conclusion that the "two grand resolutions-- 
the public acknowledgement of Ieabel, and the charitable 
withholding of her exi!tence from thy own mother,--these 
are Impo ss Ib Le adjuncts." (VI, 201) The conclusion Ls cor « 
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rect, but the two choices form a falge dilemma in horological 
standards. No public announcement of big love for Isabel is 
necessary: in fact, their true relationship is never revealed, 
even though Pierre does follow a chronometrical course. 
Pierre's deciilion is "to assume before the world, that 
by secret rites, Pierre Glendinning was al.ready become the 
husband of Isabel Danford--" so that he can remain in the 
constant company of hie half-sister without revealing big 
father's sin. His mother and fiancee will immediately 
suffer the loss of Pierre under rather shocking circum- 
stances, with no particular benefit to anyone. Thi! "pious 
imposture, which he thought all heaven would justify in 
him, since he himself was to be the grand self-renouncing 
victim," (VI, 203) is chronometrical, as Pierre attempts 
to undo all of the wrongs which Isabel hag suffered by 
one self-sacrificing act. Pierre pictures himself as a 
martyr to right the wrongs which the world hag inflicted 
on the dark, beautiful girl. 
Melville points out that "There is an inevitable keen 
cruelty in the loftier heroism. It is not heroigm to stand 
unflinched ourselve! in the hour of sufferine; but itis 
heroism to stand unflinched both at our own and at some 
loved one's united sufferingi a united suffering which we 
could put an instant period to, if we would but renounce 
the glorious cause for which ourselves do bleed, and see 
ow: most loved one bleed •••• So Pierre turned round and 
tied Lucy to the same stake which must hold himself, for 
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he too plainly gaw, that it could not be, but that both 
their hearts mugt burn." (VI, 209-10) Even Lucy will be 
~acrificed to the chronometrical cauEe. If Pierre did not 
distrust his reaeon !O completely, it would tell him that 
there is a lege painful, horological 1olution. He could 
provide Igabel with a comfortable living secretly and 
never be forced to reveal his father's 1in, but he feelg 
that he has to right all of the wrong! done to her by 
publicly embracing her. Isabel doeg not ask for a public 
announcement, but only that he provide her with ~ome 
affection. To Pierre there i~ no rea!onable solution, 
"one only thine remained to him;-- t hLs all-inclucHng 
quer y-o-Lucy or God?" (VI, 213) 
Pierre tell5 Lucy and his mother that he i! married, 
thereby producing a profound effect. He leaves Saddle 
Meadow~, "but as he cr os sed it~ t hr e sho Id , h I s foot trip- 
ped upon its rai~ed ledge; he pitched forward upon th£ 
at one portico, and fell. He seemed as j£eringly hurled 
from beneath hie own anc e et r a I roof." (VI, 217-8) The 
step had been taken, and already the world Ls jeering 
Pierre for hie chronometrical behavior. 
Pierre affirm~ hi! faith in hig own standard! a~ he 
gay! "I believe to God that I am pure, let the world think 
how it may." (VI, 224) He "hath ccn sut t ed heaven Lt se tf 
upon it, the plan of the asgumed marriage and heaven 
it!ielf did not !ay Nay." (VI, 226) Again, Pierre t h ink s 
he i~ perfotming the w3Jl of God, tut h&! no asiurancc 
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other than the enthu~iast promptings of his 0\'1?1 chronometric 
soul. Pierre and Isabel will live together and ".reach up 
alike to P. glorious ideal!" (VI, 226) But the ideal is 
not to be reached on earth. 
During their brief stay at &n inn, Pierre burns the 
portrait of his father, his family letters, and "all sorts 
of mi!cellaneous memor Ia Le in paper." {VI, 233) Thi~ 
ritual symbolizes the putting off of the old man and the 
assumption of the new. Pierre t hr ows off his paternity, 
or his original sin, and con sdder s himself "free to do 
his own self-will and present fancy to whatever end!" 
(VI, 234) Melville again insists that Pierre is respongible 
for h l s own actions. 
Durine the trip to the city Pierre's first slight 
rd!givings appear; "for a space there wae rebellion and 
horrid anar chy and infidelity in his soul." (VI, 240) 
Melville gives the story of a priest to whom the devil 
appeared during mass. The devil "propounded to him the 
po!zibility of the mere moon!hine of the Chri~tian Religion. 
Just guch now was the mood of Pierre; to him the Evil One 
propounded the pogsibility of the mere moon~hine of all 
hi! !elf-renouncing Enthusiasm." (VI, 240) The priegt 
had vanqui!hed the devil with the help of the Catholic 
tradition, the Dible, and the intuition of the truth of 
Christianity, but Pierre has no such firm anchor. Ifig 
thought~ turn rather to Isabel's fir~t request for ac- 
knowledgement, and thie i~ zufficient to drive the devil 
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back, but the doubts do not comp~etely disappear. He re- 
calls the unhappiness that he has already gtrewn about hig 
path, and says to himself, "Corpses behind me, and the last 
sin before, hort then can my conduct be right." (VI, 241) 
The "last sin" ii! apparently the sin against the Holy Gho!t 
in Pierre's eyes, but it algo seemm to prefigure the incest 
and murder which will follow. It is at this juncture, juet 
after Pierre, "in obedience t> the loftiest behest of his 
soul, ••• had done certain acts which had already lost 
him his worldly felicity, and which he felt mu!t ••• 
work him some still additional and not-to-be-thought-of 
woe," (VI, 244) that the pamphlet appears in the story, but 
Pierre fails to understand it. 
Melville reinforces the theme that earth ant1 heaven 
have different moral systems by describing how a young 
soul filled with the fervor of the Sermon on the Mount 
turn! to the world and is overcome with the feeling that 
it is full cf over-powering falsity. (VI, 243•4) 
The wayfarers arrive in the city on a dark night, expect- 
ing to find a light in a hott1e which Pierre's cougin Glen- 
dinning Stanley hae eupposedly prepared for them, but they 
find that no preparations have been made. Only dark, 
closed houses greet them, as the world pregent1 only a 
daTk facade to the chronometrical man. Pierre leaves Delly 
and Isabel to geek a cab and finds him!elf near the home 
of his cousdn , He forces his. way in and conf'r ont s his 
false cousin. Stanley refu!e8 to recognize Pierre and says, 
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"Thi~ is very extr~ordinary: --remarkable case of combined 
impo!ture and insanity; (VI, 281) and this is an accurate, 
though unwitting observation. A~ the Plinlimmon pamphlet 
sa Id , "the heavenly wi~dom of God [is Jan earthly folly 
to mnn," (VI, 249) and the folly which l'ierre commits is 
virtual insanity. Pierre is an imposter because, though 
a mortal, he atternpts to play the perfect part of Chr I s t , 
by foll~~ing a chronornetrical course of action. 
In the new home, the "Church of ~he ApoJtles," Pierre 
~leeps in the portable camp-bed of his grandfather, a 
general in the Revolution. Melville commerrt s that it is 
fitting for Pierre to be sleeping in a warrior's bed, for 
he is a warrior too. "The wide world i~ banded aga In st 
hims for lo you! he hold! up the standard of Right, and 
swears by the .Eternal and True!" (VI, 317-8) nut Pierre 
does not reach the stature of hig ance~ter becauge the fight 
has less glory than Revolutionary battles, "For more gloriou$ 
in real tented field to strike down your valiant foe, than 
in the conflict! of a/ noble soul \dth a dastardly world 
to cha se a vile enemy who ne'er will show front." (VI, 318) 
Pierre is doomed never to meet hig adversary in direct 
combat, for it is the whole world that oppoges him. 
Pierre's gelf-doubts come to the surface agnin soon 
after they settle in the Church of the Apostles. He again 
callg to the heaven sj "If to follow Virtue to her uttermost 
vieta, where common ~outs never goi if by that I take hold 
on hell, and the uttermost virtue, after all, prove but a 
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betraying pander to the monstrousest vice,--then close in 
and crush me, ye stony walls.1•• •" (VI, 321) He tells Isabel, 
"Call me brother no more!" (VI, 321) This indicates that 
the sexual attraction which Isabel holds for Pierre has . . 
risen into Pierre's consciousness. He now wishes to con- 
vince her (and himself) that they are not brother and 
eister in order to remove the stigma of incest from their 
contemplated relations. This is the mon!trous vice into 
which he fears his "following of virtue to the ut t er moat 
vista," (his attempt to undo the wrongs done to Isabel) 
has led him. He half sees "that the uttermost ideal of 
moral perfection in man is wide of the mark ••• and Virtue 
and Vice are trash." (VI, 321) This is the same Pierre who 
started his quest with such optimism. 
The conventions of literature and society in his time 
prevented Melville from presenting the relations between 
Pierre a~d Isabel in anything but the most ambiguous terms, 
but the suggestion ig that they have sexual relations. If 
they do not indulge in intimacieg, the g~nsual embracing 
and kissing indicatef that the desire was present. Pierre's 
at~empt to convince Isabel that they are not related reveals 
his guilt about hi! desires. Thie desire i! sinful in~.it~elf, 
even without fulfillment. 
News arrives that Pierre's mother is dead, th:!~ the 
estate ha! been left to his cousin, Glen Stanley, and that 
Glen is a guitor of Lucy Tartan. Pierre partially con- 
vinces himself that "his g.rief wag but natural, or if there 
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existed any other, that must spring-- not from the conscious- 
ness of having done any pogsible wrong-- but from the pang 
at what terrible co st the mo~e exalted virtues are gained." 
(VI, 337) Pierre etill feels that he has progres1ed toward 
virtue by his attempt at chronometrical behavior. He some- 
times falls into moods of rage at the thought of Glen usurp- 
ing hi8 place, and at these times ttpferre cursed himself 
for a heartless villain and an idiot fool1 -- heartless vil- 
lain, as the murderer of his mother-- idiot fool, because 
he had thrown away all his felicity; because he had him- 
self, as it were, resigned his noble birthright to a cunning 
kinsman for a mess of pottage, which now proved all but 
ashe! in his mouth." (VI, 340-341) This ie about the same 
condemnation which the pamphlet would impose on him. He 
hides theee "unworthy pangs" from Isabel, showing that he 
can still control them. 
Pierre now feelg that he has discovered the truth for 
all mankind• and he wishes to convey it to them in the novel 
which he is writing. The face of Plinlimmon warns him of 
his folly and vanity, particularly "in his moods of despair; 
when ••• black doubts as to the integrity of his unprece- 
dented course in life would most malignantly suggest them- 
selves." (VI, 344) These periods of aself-doubt seem to 
follow no particular pattern of recurrence, but the first 
one did not appear until they had embarked for the City. 
Pierre remembers detached sentences of the pamphlet, 
"sentences before but imperfectly comprehended, but now 
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shedding a strange, baleful light upon his peculiar con- 
dition, and emphatically denouncing it." (VI, .. 345) He . . 
tries to !ecure another copy of the pamphlet or to relocate 
the one he read, but he cannot. Pierre curses himself for 
losing it and adds "more cursed, that when I did have it, 
and did read it, I was euch a ninny ag not to comprehend; 
and now it is all too late!" (VI, 346) Ironically, the 
pamphlet i:& lodged in the lining of hi$ coat so "all the 
time he was hunting for this pamphlet, he him!elf wa~ 
wearing the pamphlet." (VI, 346) Melville comments that 
npossibly this curious circumstance may in some sort il- 
lustrate the self-supposed non-understanding of the pamphlet, 
e s first read by him in the stage. Could he likewi:se have 
carr led about with him in his mind the thorough under « 
standing of the book, and yet not be aware that he eo under- 
stood it? I think that, regarded in one light, the final 
career of Pierre will seem to show, that he did understand 
it. And here it may be randomly suggested, ••• whether 
some things that men think they do not know, are not for 
all that thoroughly comprehended by thems and yet, so to . - . 
speak, though contained in them!elves, are kept a gecret 
from them!elves? The idea of Death seem! such a thing." 
(VI, 346) There are several elements in this statement 
which lead in the wrong direction if quoted out of context. 
The first notable aspect of the comment is its profound 
tentativeness. "Possibly," "may in sone sort," "coulcW 
"I think," and "it may be randomly sugge st ed ," are intro- 
ductions to his remarkg. In the common gense of under- 
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standing, the firet comment s ar e rather enigmatic. How 
could Pierre understand and yet not ~c aware that he under- 
stood it? The only way to allow this is to find the "one 
light" ~n which we must regard Pierre's final career. This 
light ig found in the. "random suggestion'' that something can 
be "contained in themselves," but "kept a seer et from them- 
selves." Melville apparently means that Pierre will exem- 
plify the pamphlet, thue containing the idea though not 
understanding it. Similarly, men have the i<lea of death 
latent within them, but do not understand it. At the end 
of their career they exemplify it as Pierre ~~emplifies . .. 
the unique follies and sins mentioned in the pamphlet for 
those mortals who t~y to follow a chronometrical cour se , 
Pierre's doubts become more profound. Melville says 
that humanity had deserted him when he chose his chronomet- 
rica1 path, but he felt a far higher suppor t j" but now, 
writing the book, "he began to feel the utter loss of that 
other support, too; ay, even the paternal gods themselves 
did now desert Pierre." (VI, 349) 
Melville comment! on the waste of Pierre's physical 
vigor while slaving on the novel, saying "Civilization, 
Philosophy, Ideal Virtue! behold your victim!" (VI, 355) . . 
This echoes not only Pierre's discomfort because of his 
decision to reveal all truth in his book, but also for- 
shadow~ his ultimate victimization by the pursuit of ideal 
virtue. 
In Pierre's book, "he aeems to have directly plagiarized 
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from hi! own experiences, to fill out the nood of his ap- 
parent aut hor sher o , Vivia, wt.o t hus soliloqui~cs: ' A deep- 
down unut t er ab Le mournf'u lue s s is in me • • • Hopelessness 
and clespair are over me, as pall on pall." (YI, 356) Mel- 
ville comments that "From these random slips, it would 
seem, that Pierre is quite conscious of much that is so 
anoma Lous Iy hard and bitter in his lot, of much t ha t is 
so black and terrific in his soul. Yet that knO".'ling his 
fatal condition does not one whit enable him to change or 
bettc~ his condition. Conclusive proof that he hns no 
power over '1ie condition." (VI, 357) Taken out of the 
context of the novel, this would imply that Melville's 
un Iver se is a detc~mini5tic one, but, a s I pointed out 
above, Melville empl1a~izcs that Pier.re had freedom of 
choice when he deci~ec.1 to follow the chr onome t r Lc a I r:tand- 
ar d , Now that the action ha s pr ogr e s sed to the point 
where he is about to get the r ewar cls for hie own free 
choice, he is powerless to stop the process. 
Lucy writes Pierre that she is corning to live with 
them. ~he believes that he ls put~uing truth, p,aying, 
"Ah! thou too noble and angelical Pierre, now I feel that 
a being like thee, can po~~:lbly have no love a s other ,~·-·11 
lovc1 but thou loveet a~ angel$ do; not for thy~elf, but 
wholly for others." (VI, 364) Lucy a scr Ibe s tn Pierre 
the attributes of a true chr onome tz ical, not realizing 
that he i8 in reality one of the "inferior be Ing s ," ~he 
is correct aft to his original intent, tut she ftlil!! to 
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realize that hig feet of clay have led him into incestuous 
love rather than angelic love. Lucy thinks that her long 
period of sickness after Pierre's abrupt departure ''wae 
fitting me for a celestial mission in terrestrial elements,J" 
(VI, 365) with Pierre. 
Lucy arrives and moves in. She iB described almost 
completely in angelic terms. She is "a slight, airy, almost 
unearthly figure1" (VI, 382) "She felt no pain for her own 
condition; her only suffering was sympathetic." (VI, 3B4) 
and Isabel says, "methought she wa11 that good angel, which 
some say, hovers over every human sout ," (VI, 370) Pierre 
has totally committed himself to the chronometrical cause, 
and Lucy, am an angelic character, intuitively recognizes 
the fact, and returns to him. 
Pierre is forced by poverty to commit the first pages 
of his novel to the printer before the conclusion is done. 
In his vision of truth, he i11 alone in the world. "He 
felt as a moose, hamstrung. • • He seemed f,ifted with 
loftiness, merely that it might be dragged down to the mud. 
Still, the profound wilfulness in him would not give up." 
(VI, 398) He remains in part dedicated to his chronometrical 
goul, and 8till triee to tell the world the truth ag he 
seea it. He defies the world and nature by defying storms, 
feeling "a dark triumphant jGy." 
Pierre has an attack of "a combined blindness, and 
°" . vertig~, and staggering." (VI, 401) He realizes that he 
~hould avoid deserted streets for fear of perishing in gome 
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lonely spot, "But if that terrible vertigo had been algo 
intended for another and deeper warning, he regarded such 
added warning not at all." (VI, 401) The deeper warning 
which Melville alludes to ig the warning that Pierre is 
attempting the impozsible task of living chronometrically, . . 
and that his too-human body cannot take such a strain. .. .. . . 
Pierre falls into trances, and his dreams or visions 
are concerned with a mountain near Saddle Meadowg, the 
Mount of Titan~, and Enceladus, a rock formation which 
resembles that mythical Titan in the process of throwing 
his armless torso toward the mountain, though he is par- 
tially buried. Pierre dreams that the Titan has Pierre's 
own face ae he hurls himself at the mountain. Enceladus 
is especially fitting as a gymbol for Pierre since first, 
he is organically related to ince~t, as is Pierre. Second, 
Enceladus was attempting to storm the heavens, as Pierre 
is attempting to live the heavenly ideal. Third, Fnceladus 
is stopped short of heaven by earth, (the mountains Pelion 
and Ossa to be gpecific) as Pierre is stopped by hie own 
earthline!s. Melville emphasizes the analogy by maying, 
"So Enceladus wae both the son and gr and son of an incest; 
and even thus, there had been born from the organic blended 
heavenlinege and earthlinesg of Pierre, another mixed, un- 
certain, heaven•a!piring, but still not wholly earth- 
emancipated mood .t• (VI, 408) 
Pierre, Lucy, and Isabel visit a gallery of paintings 
whez e a painting reawakens Pierre's doub/te of his relation- 
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ship to Isabel. Pierre now feels that his original mystical 
. d 
and transcenfental persuasions that Isabel was him sigter were 
"originally born ••• purely of an intense procreative 
enthusiasms --an enthusiasm no longer so all-potential with 
him ~s yo~e.n (VI, 416) This is quite a self-revelation, 
and shakes his belief that she is his sister. Corroboration 
of part of Lucy's story comes when they board a boat, and 
ghe feels the rolling motion of the boat again. Isabel 
suddenly calls herself "a vile clog to thee [Pierre J s 
dragging thee back from all thy felicity," (VI, 419) and 
attempts to drown herself. She realizes that she has 
changed in his view from the lure to chronometrical conduct . . 
to a reminder of his very earthlinegs and wishes to destroy 
her se If", 
When they return home after calming.Isabel, Pierre 
findm two letters awaiting him. The first is from his 
publisher who calls Pierre a swindler and threaten! immediate 
court action to recover the money that they have advanced 
him on the book. They say the book its "a blasphemoug 
rhapgody, filched from the vile Atheists, Lucian and Vol- 
taire." (VI, 420) This is another indication that the truth 
of life, when misunderstood, can no more be communicated 
than when it is underEtood, as Plinlimmon had. The other 
letter is from Glen Stanley and Fred Tartan which "conveys 
the lie" to Pierre and reviles him. Pierre puts the two 
letter e beneath his heels and says, "Thege are most small 
circumstancess but happening Jugt now to me, become indices 
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to all iilllllcnsities. For now I am hate-shod! On these I 
will skate to my acquittal!" ••• Worlc!'s bread of life 
and world's breath of honour, both ar e matched f'r om me; 
but I defy all world's bread and breath." (VI, 420) Pierre 
has received the lo.st blow from the world thnt he will t ake , 
Denied bread by his pub H sher s and honor by his cousin, he 
defies both and says that he wlll go to his acquittal. IIe 
mu st mean an acquittal in the sense of a discharge of his 
chr onometr ical duty because the> lecal sense of the term 
is innpplicable. His standards arc still chronomctrical, 
calling for a heroic action, but 'the ection is not good in 
ci thcr chr cnone tz ical or horological terms. He leaves the 
apar tmen t tdth f he se words, "--the fool of Truth, the fool 
of Virtue, the fool of Fate, now quits ye forever!" (VI, 422) 
Pierre is the fool of Virtue and Truth, for in tryine to 
exceed his human limit of virtue and truth, h~ has teen 
led into folly and sin, but he is not the fool of Fate, 
for he chose his own fate. 
Pierre gets two pii;tols from a neighbor'! room, and 
goes into the street seeking Clen and Pr ed. He find~ them 
and kills Glen, say Ing , "'Tis speech t e ss Cl'leet to murder 
thee?" (VI, 424) Though Glen is not a very respectable 
character, he is Pierre's cougin, nnd the murder is a cri~e, 
de!pite Pierre•~ tood intentions at the beginning of his 
que!t. The killing i~ one of the unique gins that Pierre 
- . . 
commit! and the Inc e stuous relationship with Isabel is 
another. The attempt to live hy heavenly ttandards i~ in 
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itself dangerously close to the unforgivable !in which 
Hawthorne's Ethan Brand c ommd t s , the brealdng m\'"ay from 
"the magn~tic chain of humanity."2 
The story end s in jail u1th the violent ~,.~th~ of 
Lucy, Pierre, and Isabel, Pierre'~ !uicide actinc a~ hi~ 
final sin. 
The Plinlimmon panph l e t ha s eccur at e I y for eca ~t the 
outcome of the novel in ~hich it appears. 111~ pamphlet 
predicts that any ruor t a t trho insi!jt! on at t empt Ing to 
live by absolute (chr onome tr Lc a t ) s t andar d s must in the 
end commit unique follies and sdn s , and 'tdll az r ay "all 
men'e earthly time-keepers against him, • • • work him!!!elf 
woe and death." {VI, 249} This ig exactly the outcome 
of Pierre as analyzed above. Throughout the novel, Mel- . . 
ville has utilized imagery, his own comments, and most 
!pecifically, dramatic action, to make the novel a 
demon!tration of the truth contained in the pamphlet. 
NOTES 
1. l~'illiri.m Dra swell, "The ~at ir ical Temper of Mel- 
ville's Pierre," American Literature, VII (1936), 424-438. 
2. James E. Miller, Jr • .J treats this problem more 
directly In "Hawthorne and Metviller the Unpardonable Sin," 
PublicatiOM.2!, ~Modern Language.( Association, I.XX (1955), 91-114. • 
III. Tiffi CHRONOMETRICALS 
Chronometrical characters appear in Mardi, Redburn and 
White Jacket (treating these two novelg as one story), Moby 
~.and Dilly~· In the terms of the Plinlimmon pamphlet, 
Taj!, in Mardi, is a chronometrical character. In Redburn and 
White Jacket, Redburn and White Jaclte~ before his fall into 
the sen are the devotees of absolute standards. Ahab pur- 
sues the absolute courge in Moby ~.and in Billy~, 
the title character best exemplifies what Plinlimmon would 
call chr onome tr ical behavior. The!ie characters are all 
mortals (inferior beings in the terms of the pamphlet) and 
if the pamphlet is correct, they will fall into "un Ique . . . 
follies and sins." The action of each of the novels shows 
this pattern and t hus tends to prove the accuracy of Plin- 
lim::non •s obeervations. 
i·tar<.Ji is the tale of a vagabond sailor who eventually 
takes the demigod nane of Taji, as he sets off in scar ch of 
Yillah, a girl who r ep; -s en t s absolute pe.rfection to him. 
. . . 
The quest takes Taj..i to various islands of the tropical 
ar ch Ipe Lago of Mardi. He arrives at last at Scrcnia, where 
men have reached a sort of earthly per f ection, but Taji 
refuses to stay and sets off again in f ur t lrer search of 
Yillah. JI.? finally sails on into the char t less sea on 
his search for perfection. 
T!1c action preceding the appearance of Yillah Ls of 
little significance to the chai:actcr of Taji w~th the 
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exception of the reason! for hig desertion of a whale% in 6 . 
mid-oceans )(oredom 111 an important factor, since "There wag 
no gout a magnet to mines none with whom to ningle tymr~thies." 
(I, 3) There were no per!ong of ~ufficient gtature to as- 
soc Iat e with the idealigt Taji. He ~ay~ "Ay, Ay, Arcturion! 
I e1ay it in no malice, but thou ~agt exceedingly dull." 
(I, 4) A more important factor i~ the captain'! deci~ion 
to htmt right whaleg in the North rather than the cachalot, 
or sper m whal~ along the equator, "For there was gomething 
degrading in it." (I, 5) The chronometrical whaleman can- 
not ~toop to !UCh pro~aic work ae hunting right whale11, but 
will only hunt the noble cachalot. Thig symbolizeg Taji's 
unwillingne!s to stoop to practical matter! or to compromige 
with the neces!ities of life. He insiets on nobility in 
all things, even if it means rigking his life in a mnall 
boat far at !ea. 
As soon a! Taj! learne that there ie a maiden in the 
tent on the boat of Aleema, he says "stirred was my sout 
t°'fard this invisible victim; • • • hotly I gwore, that 
precious blood of hers should never smoke upon an altar. 
If we drowned for it, I was bent upon rescuing the captive. 
But as yet, no gentle sign of distress had been waved to 
us from the tent." (I, 152) Thu8 Taj! is even more of a 
self-appointed protector than Pierre, since he has received 
no request for aid. The first clash with the other boat 
result~ in Taji'~ killing Aleema. The murderer eoon feels 
the twingee of a guilty con!cience. As the attackerg return 
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to the grieving sons of Aleema, Taji says "As I gazed at 
this sight, what iron mace fell on my soul; what curse rang 
sharp in my ear! ••• Remorge smote me hard; and like 
lightning I asked myself, whether the death-deed I had 
done was sprung of a virtuous motive, the rescuing a 
captive from thrall; or whether beneath that pretense, I 
had engaged in this fatal affray for aome other, and selfish 
purpoee; the companionship of a beautiful maid. But throt- 
tling the thought, I swer e to be gay." (I, 156-1.57) Already 
Taji le questioning his originally chronometrical motives, 
and wondering if there i1 a sexual undercurrent in them, 
as Pierre wondered what the response to Izabel would have 
been had that damsel been ugly. He soon conceals his motives 
from himself with a "gracious pretence," a procedure which 
he follows quite often in the novel. Taji opens the tent, 
and a1 he stands in the doorway which he cuts into it, 
"the maiden ••• was wholly screened from all eyes but 
mine [ Taji's J ." (I, 1.58) The maiden is the beautiful, 
blond Yillah, who "declared her se tf more than mortal." 
(I, 159) The gymbolic significance of her being 11ee11 only 
by him is that he consider• only himself capable of looking 
on 1uch heavenly perfection. Yillah tells a fantastic 
story, that 1he is a goddea1 from "Oroolia, the Island 
of Delights," (I, 1.59) and had been changed into a flower 
before Aleema saved her. Taj! attempts to convince her 
that he is "gome gentle demigod, that had come over the 
sea from own fabuloum Oroolia." (I, 162) He gays that the 
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deception is the be~t way to calm her mi~givings (I, 165) 
much a s Pierre's deception was to provide a means to make 
I~abel happy. 
Taji decides to remain at se& rather than return to 
Land , for "Was not Yillah my shor e and my grove? my meadow, 
my mead, my !loft shady vine, and my arbour? Of all things 
desirable and delightful, the full-plumed !heaf, and my own 
right arm the band?" (I. 168) The divine Yillah i! every- 
thing to Taji, without exception; !:he i! the ideal from 
Oroolin. As they t.rift. Taji learns a little more about 
her, but "So mystical, however, her revelation~ concerning 
her past history, that often I knew not what to divine." 
(I, 178) Ideal happiness, which Yillah repre~ent!, cannot 
be succesgfully explained, and i!I indeed my~tical. During 
this drifting period Taj! !lays "no happinegs in the universe 
like ours. We lived and we loved1 life and love were united; 
in gladness glided our day~." (I, 185) 
The rescuers and Yillah have to go a~hore and d0 eo at 
Odo, in a chapter tdgnificantly called ''World Ho!" (141) 
The eea ha~ been a eymbol of their my1tical happine~~ during 
their wandering!, but now they mugt return to the worl~. 
Taj! aeeumes hie demigod character and he strives "to look 
every inch the character he had determined to a1sume." 
Regardles~ of his efforts, Taj! is only a mortal. 
In a chapter called "Taj! Retires from the World," 
(I, 220) Taji triez to remove his happines~ from the 
earthly ephere, but the begt he can do is a small islet 
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a f ~., yard! off the coast of Odo. Though "To look at , 
and to r oam about of ho Iyday s , Odo seemed a happy lan(1," 
(1, 224) it l~ not perfect, ~o Taj! tries to geparate 
h.im~elf from it. 
The retreat Ls not far enough fron the ,.,.._,rl1, for 
"one morning I l Taji J found the art-or vacant." (I, 22fi) 
Yillah is gene! the divine happiness has fled or be en dr Iven 
from the carthllnee~ of the world, and from Taj!. Taji's 
own lu~t has ~estroyed her innocence, and she cannot ex l st 
in a le~! than perfect form. 
Taji dccic1cs to ~eek Yillnh, hi~ lost happiness. He 
is joined by ~.!e<l.!a, the ldnt; of Odo; Hohi, the hd st or Lcn j 
Dnbtnlanja, the philosopher; ancl Yoor.iy, the poet. Yooriy 
and Media entertain high hopee of finding the lost Yilloh, 
but Taji notices "that both Mohl and Babba Lan ja , e.spccially 
the la~t, !eemed not ~o bouyant of hope concerning the lost 
Yillah." (!, 231) 
The t r ave Ls , which make up over two-thirds of t:•e took, 
P.:?:P. a tremendous gr~b-bng of Helville'~ soc Ia I and philosoph- 
ical idea!!!, but little of it concern s this study. The 
travel~ reveal that wherever there is evil, Yillah is not 
to he found, and evil i~ mixed into all the societies which 
they visit. Evf'n in Maramma, where the religion of Alma 
(a Chri~t fieure but not exactly Christ) is pr of eased , 
there le far too much evil for Yillah's pr e senc e , 
They finally arrive at Serenia, wh~re Alma's pr ec ept s 
are truly followed, and life is as good as is posgible on 
earth. But even in Serenia the soc Ia t state "is imperfect; 
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and long must !O remain." (II, 367) Serenia represents 
earthly perfection, but this fg not enough for Taji. Since 
Serenia is imperfect, Yillah, being perfect happiness, is 
not there. Babbalanja remains at Serenia "Not because what 
we_ sought [Yillah J i1 found; but that r.[ Babbalanja J now 
possess all which may be had of what I sought in Mardi." 
(II, 380) Taj! still insists on his quest for absolute 
happiness, and pughes off again on the search, leaving 
the wi8er philosopher on the ehore. 
Oueen Hautia, who represents fleehly love and the 
senses, has sent mysterious messengers bearing flower! 
to Taji since the early interlude with Yillah. This 
symbolizes that even in Taji•s period of happiness, 
sexual lust had appeared to him because he was a mortal. 
Now, after leaving Serenia, he follows Hautia•s messengers 
in the hope that perhaps, though he despises and fears 
Hautia, ehe can reunite him with Yillah. Taj! feels "in 
some mysterious way seemed Hautia and Yillah connected." 
(II, 386) This is true, for as long as Taji is a mortal, 
some sensuality must exist, even in his purest relation- 
ships. Hautia tries to eeduce Taj! and partially succeeds, 
despite the warning8 of Media, Mohl, and Yoomy. A bird 
falls from the sky as Taji•s hand touched Hautia•s, sym- 
bolizing the fall of his aspirations to the sensual level, 
tut Taji is unable to 1ubstitute the !Weets of life with 
trautia for the divine happiness of Yillah. Taji•s companiong 
rescue him from Hautia and they set sail for Serenia, but 
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Taji teke~ the helm and ~ail~ to ~ea. H€ continue~ his 
pur~uit of the chronometricAl p~rfection of Yillah, even 
to ~uicide. Suicide is the unique ~in to which Taji's 
mortality has led him when he tried to follcn-r hi~ chr onome t» 
r ical sou l , \'lhen he se Iz e s the helm, Yoomy say s "Nay Taji: 
commit not the last, last crime!" which is suicide, and 
Moh! say s "eternity is in his eye!" (II, 400) Taji com- 
mit~ himself irrevocably to death in his que!t and ~ay~ 
"NOtt, I an my 01'm ~oul' s em per or ; and my fir gt act i s 
abdication! Haili realm of ~hadeg!" (II, 400) Taji'! 
chronometrical quegt is abandonerl ty Mohl and Yoomy, 
and Taji goe~ to hie death alone. 
The chronomctrical character in Melville'~ thematically 
linked novel~, Redburn: His Pir~t Voyaee, and White Jacket: 
or The World in f\ Man-of-War, (accepting the hero of the --- --------- 
latter a! a continuation of the title character of the 
former)1 is the title character in both books. The signifi- 
cant differr.nce between thig chronometric~l character and 
Pierre and Taji is that at the end of White Jacket, the 
hero ha~ a change of character and comee to terms with evil 
in the world rather than continuing the quest for perfection 
to death. 
Re~burn ie a narrative of a young man who ~hips aboard 
a merchantman to Liverpool and back, and the adventures of 
the cruiee, his first. Wellingborough Redburn getg out on 
his first experience in the world wearing a shooting jacket 
c 
given. to. him by hia flder brother. The jacket is a ~ymbol 
of big isolation from the general run of mankind, which iE 
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b e se t by evil, by hi! adher enc e to cbr onome er Ica t st andaxd s , 
He consistently holds h Imse If above his sh Ipma t e s , 
The jacket's apparent ~ufficiency !ymbotlze~ the sclf- 
sat Lsf'ac t Lon which Redbur n t s previous l~olation from the 
evil of the ,.1orld has led him to feel. The j::icket will 
certainly ehelter him from the cold blasts ("it's quite 
ware"), wilt alwtly! !!tay with h:l!Yl ~'sto'Jt horn buttons"), 
and will provide him with ~verythinG he mi3ht need ("plenty 
of poc!cets"). (Itt, 1) But as Redbu.r.n gadn s some experience 
with the evil storms of the 'l.1ort<1, he finds that the jacket 
is ghrinking and becoming too small for him, indicating 
that his old self-asgurance is not enough to weather the 
new experien~~~. Finally, after Redburn forms a friend- 
ship with Harry Bolton, the Jacket is d Lscar ded , It might 
be as!umed that thig would be the end of the story; that 
after finally breaking out of his original isolation, Red- 
burn is ready to meet the world on its own terms, hut such 
is not the case. Redburn finds a kdn shd.p with Dolton, 
but it ie a kin~hip of super Lor sout s in Redbur n t s view, 
and he has some reservations. 
In Redhurn's early encounters with the rest of the 
crew of the Highlander, the young sailor continually re- 
veals a self-assumed superiority over the rest of the crew. 
He has a higher (chronometr ical) standard of conduct than 
they, nnd will pursue it in the face of ostracism and 
ri<licule. He is shocked by their language, and says "• • • 
they could never have gone to Sunday School; for they swore 
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so, it made my ears tingle, and used wordg that I never 
could hear without a dreadful loathing," (III, 42) implying 
that Redburn thinks his advantage of Sunday School places 
him above even hearing tiuch language. He boasts of mem- 
bership in the "Juvenile Total Abstinence Association" 
and its adjunct, the "Anti-Smoking Society." 
Redburn arrive1 in Liverpool equipped with an old 
guide-book to the city which had belonged to his father. 
Upon comparing the city as the book shows it, and the 
actual city, Redburn discovers the alarming fact that the 
guide-book is of no help whatsoever, becau!e it is far 
out of date. He gays to himgelf "Guide•book1, Wellingborough, 
are the least reliable books in all literature; and nearly 
all literature, in one sense, is made up of guide-books ••• 
But there is one Holy Guide-Book, Wellingborough, that will 
never lead you astray, if you hut follow it aright." (III, 
201) Thus Redburn, though he realize1 the relativity of 
temporal things from his experience, fails to grasp the 
Plinlimmon idea that morals are also relative. 
He forms his first friendship in the world with Harry 
Bolton, but the bond fail1 to break down all of his reserves. 
This is because the friend ship with Harry, ". • • a hand- 
some, accomplished, but unfortunate youth," (III, 278) is 
based on a recognition of a similarity of circum1tance1 
between himself and the young Englishman. Redburn admits 
that he is"• •• all eagerness to enjoy the society of 
this incontrovertible son of a gentleman-- a kind of pleas- 
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ur e so long debarred me." (III, 279) The two young men 
take a frantic and my1terioue trip to London at Harry'e 
insietence. Though Redburn i11 enthu1iastic at the pros- 
pect of a visit to the city, he fails to see any of it, 
and spends most of hie brief visit in a gaudy den of 
I 
I /niquity called "The Palace of Aladdin." While there he 
tell~ Harry that he fears for the sobriety of the young 
Englishman. Bolton r e sponds , "Hear him now, ••• a 
par eoa 'pon honor!" (III, 301) This indicates that 
Redburn's chronometrical standards have been noticed. 
Redburn "would have given the world had [he ] been safe 
back in Liverpool, fast asleep in[ his}old bunk in Prince's 
Dock." (III, 301) Redburn is in the world but not of it, 
and long11 for the oblivion of sleep rather than to have to 
recognize and come to terms with the world and the evil 
in it. Redburn successfully evades coming to term! with 
evil, or even facing it directly, and the two young men 
return to Liverpool with Redburn little richer in experience 
than when he set out on the trip. 
At the end of the cruise Redburn and Bolton, still 
kindred spirits, wait together until the rest of the crew 
leaves. Thu11, though Redburn has one friend, it is one 
friend againzt the rest of the evil, worldly crew. Though 
Harry apparently knows more about the world than Redburn, 
the young American views his English friend ae a chrono- 
metrical character, and ie attracted to him as such. 
Though his jacket, the eymbol of hi1 original izolation, 
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ie gone, the devotion to t he chronometrical at aadar ds 
which isolates him from mankind still remains. In this 
way, though Redburn might justly be called a novel of 
initiation, the initiation is far from complete at the 
end of the book. 
Thematically, White Jacket picks up at about the point 
where Redburn stops. White Jacket ie about the cruise of 
a Navy frigate from the South Pacific to Boston, and the 
adventures of the hero, known only am White Jacket, on 
the cruise. The book open! with an American sailor making 
him!elf a jacket out of a white duck shirt, quilted with 
various patches of material to make it warm, though by 
no mean! waterproof. As ie Redburn, the jacket is a 
symbol of the r.hronometrical soul which sets a man off from 
the rest of mankind. "For some time after completing my 
jacket, and getting the furniture and household stores 
in it, I thought that nothing could exceed it for con- 
venience ••• Yes: I fairly hugged myself, and revelled 
in my jacket." (IV, 45-46) White Jacket feel! completely 
aelf-gufficient. Later, pickpocketg pillage his valuables, 
and he i! forced to mew up the pocketg, but this reversal 
does not deter him from keeping and wearing hift jacket. 
Thi~ action eyrnbol!ze! the loss of s ome of his 5elf- 
confidence of isolation by travelling through the world, 
though not truly of it. White Jacket retains his basf c 
i!olation by remaining devoted to hi! chronometrical ideal!. 
White Jacket hae some frienc1e aboar d the Nevertdnk; the 
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noble Jack Chase; the po~t Lemsford; Nord, a reader of 
good books; and \'lilliams, a laughing philo~opher. The .. . 
gailor con!iders all of them vastly superior to the common 
run of humanity aboard the N!ver~ink, so he can still he 
considered as a member of an i~olated group, thouch the 
other mem1::£rs may not be isolated. Of the group with 
whom he eat s however, he gay~, "• •• there had never 
betn ~very cordial feeling between this mess and me; 
all along they hod ncuri1hed a prejudice against my white 
jacket. They mu:!t havt harbored the 1illy fancy that in 
it I gave myself air~, and wore it in order to look con- 
sequerrt Ls I ;" (IV, 77) He iE finally told "• •• to se ek 
out another club, ae they did not longer fancy the eociety 
of myself or of my Jacket." (IV, 78) Thie indicatee that 
the wall of isolation kept up by the white jacket is 
noticed by those being ghut out by it though itg builder 
is net so consc Loue of it. White Jacket ii! shocked by the 
''want of tact and delicacy" of the Eailor!, which Ehows 
that he still pute himself above the cornmonne!s and frank- 
ness of hie shipmatEe. 
At one point the jacket "comeg near to being the 
death" of the hero. Musing in the tophamper of a ~ark 
night, he is mietaken for a ghogt, and the watch drops the 
yard out from under him. He teare off the Jacket and 
tMears that he will dye it rather than die for it, hut 
he is denied the paint to make it more nearly reftemble the 
coats of the other gail~rs. Rather than discard it and 
have :iothing, White Jacket retain! the symbol of hi~ 
i~olntion, preferrinz the ri~k of being ~et off from the 
rest of the crew to walking in th~ world with no protection 
at all. The sailor geem~ to realize that hi~ ~ettinr, him- 
eelf off from man~ind may result in death, but he remain! 
devoted to hi~ chronometrical goul. 
An inportant imaee fg ~eveloped in the chapter called 
"HOl'I They Sleep in a Man-of-War." Though part of Melville's 
rea~~n for writing this chapter is obviou~ly to voice hie 
complaint against living conditione in the Navy during 
~ the p~riod, White Jacket~ ett€mpt~ to find a comfortable 
gleep;ng arraneemcnt in the berth-deck of the Neversink 
have a ~yrnholic analogue in the nttempte of a human being 
to fin~ the rieht living arraneement in life. The average 
level, wher€ all of the hammock~ are elung, i~ too crowded 
and bree.zele8~ for any comfort. The eighteen inche~ allowed 
per hammock!~ a comm£nt on the latitude of action which a 
ll!'-n le &!lowed if he ig to be con sf der ed a member of 
average humankind. White Jacket tr Le s fir tst to lower hi8 
hammock nearer the deck, at a "geparate and independent 
level'• but goon find! that thig leads to extreme d Lscomf or t , 
as does raising his hammock above the general level. Trying 
to maintain oneself above th~ ma~g of humanity results in 
a ~cathlike feeling of rigidity, foreghadowing the death 
of Pierre, who in~i~ts on living at a higher level. White 
Jacket himgelf draws the moral, "So at last I was fain to 
return to my old level, and moralise upon the folly, in 
all. arbitrary governments, of etriving to get either below -- 
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or above tho~e whom legislation has pl~ced upon &n equality 
with your se tf ," (IV, 102) 'but he dot:: s not liv•' up to this 
moral him~elf, n~ he continue~ to hold hinself above the 
level of the rest of the cr c+, 
"~requcntly, I r.icdit::ttcd givin:; it a toss ovcr boar d ; 
but I hnd net the r c so tut Lon , J:l.cl:ctlcs~ at sca t Jacket- 
less !'.O near cape Horn! Tte t l.ough t wa s unendurable. And, 
a t Lea st , rry r,z.rmcnt , .. :a.e a jac1:ct in name if not in utility." 
(IY, 151) This inc:Hcate!:; th~t White Jacket was dub i ou s of 
the pr r..cticttl use cf his dcvot icn to at ect utc rtandarcJ s, 
but wn~ fearful of facing "'"'1e "t:;orlcl ltithout a barrier to 
protect h Im fr om f'vil and lower humanity. 
White Jacket is nrraicned at the ma~t for failing to 
be at his ~tation and is about to be flogg~d when Colbrook, 
a marine and not a particular friEnd of the sailor's, takes 
the lead in def end Ing him. Jack Cha se then ch Ime s in, and 
the sentence fg lifted. It is a significant chink in th~ 
walls of iEolation around White Jacket that he has to admit 
indebtednesg to a person not of his little clique. 
White Jacket remain! aloof until very near the end of 
the novel. He gives up smoking rather than to restrict it to 
a certain time and to a certain area in accordance with the 
ship's regulations. Still looking down on the crew, he sayis, 
"Dut there wer e others of the crew not go fastidious as my- 
self." (IV, 488). He mentions the close bond from man to man 
among the smokers, a bond from which he withholds himself. 
The jacket itself causes White Jacket's fall from the 
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yardarm into the oc ean , The wind whip~ itg !'.~drt~ over 
hi~ head, and he rnittakenly aesumcs th~t it i~ the !ail 
and grabe it for ~upport but fin~s it no help and fall~. 
The chr onome tr Lea I sf andar d cannot suppor t a man in the 
heiGht$ of life for long. Jack Chase warned l'l'hite Jacket 
to r emove the g azmen t before going on the yard, but with 
char ec t er Lst Ic fear of being caught '"ithout h Ls s+andar ds , 
J'tp : €ft!~ed the friendly advice. Whit<"? Jac!(et pt.unge s 
c!eep into the water in a sort of bapt I sn, and in eff P.ct 
~le~. SincP. hie rebirth be Iong s more properly in the 
chapt er on the horolog:lcal characters, I will leave hiM 
nt the ~ottom of hi~ plunge ftnd move on to Moby-~. 
It i~ renerally agreed that in Mohy-~, Melville 
reach~d th~ peak of hi~ crPativ~ achievement. It i~ my 
bcliP.f that in thi~ novel he also created hi~ mogt memorable 
chronometrical character. Ahab, the maimed captain of the 
Peguod. The novel tells the story of Ahab'~ pur~ult of 
the white whale, Mohy Dick, who represents all evil to 
hirn, to the ultimate degtruction of hlm~elf, his ship, 
and its crew. 
Ahab is mygterious and unseen during th~ opening 
section of the book, When the narrator, Ishmael, signs 
on the crew of the Pequod, one of the owners saya, "He's 
a queer man, Captain Ahab --go some think --but a good 
one •••• He's a grand, ungodly, god-like man." (V, 79) 
Even to ob server s before his quest beg In s, he i~ "god- 
like>." 
The ship has been at sea for several days before 
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Ahab appears to the crew. Physically, "He looked like a 
man cut away from the stake, when the fire ha1 overrunningly 
wagted all the limbs without consuming them, or taken away 
one particle from their compacted aged robustness. Hi1 
whole high, broad form, 1eemed made of solid bronze, and 
shaped in an unalterable mould, like Cellini'• cast Pergeua." 
(V, 120) This ia a man capable of defying the gods and 
earth, and that is what he will do. As Ahab peers forward, 
Ishmael says, "There was an infinity of firmest fortitude, 
a determinate, unaurrenderable wilfulne11, in the fixed and 
fear leas, forward dedication of that glance." (V, 121-122) 
This wilfulnes1 i1 dedicated to the chronometrical pursuit 
of absolute standards, and Ahab will continue the pur1uit 
to hia death. 
Ahab lost his leg in a battle with a tremendous white 
whale, Moby Dick, and now that he has recovered physically, 
he visualize• the whale aa the evil of the world personified. 
He vows to kill the evil brute: "all evil, to crazy Ahab, 
were visibly personified, and made p,i~btic~Jlv aasailable 
.,JIPJl9' ' 
in Moby Dick." (V, 181) 
In an early scene, Ahab caats his pipe into the ocean 
because it "is meant for sereneness," (V, 126) and Ahab 
cannot be serene until evil is destroyed. This is reminis- 
cent of White Jacket'1 remaining aloof from the smoking 
group of the Neversink because of hi~ chronometrical standards. 
In a scene of almost hypnotic power, Ahab welds the 
crew into a weapon for the pursuit of the white whale. He 
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ham all hand8 drink a toast to the cha1e, and the harpooners 
drink from the gockete of their harpoons to the death of 
Moby Dick. In the calm after this violent !torm of emotion, 
Ahab soliloqulzeai ••Gifted with the high perception, I 
lack the low, enjoying power; damned, moet subtly and most 
malignantly!" (V, 16.5) He considers himself set above 
other men by his ability to see that all evil can be 
destroyed, a chronometrical and dangerously incorrect vision. 
He continues "They think me mad ••• but I'm demoniac, I 
am madness maddened! That wild madness that's only calm 
to comprehend iteelf! The prophecy was that I should be 
disruembered1 and -·Aye! I lost thia leg. I now prophesy 
that I will dismember my dismemberer. Now, then, be the 
prophet and the fulfiller one. That's more than ye, ye 
great gods, ever were. I laugh and hoot at ye, • • • ye•ve 
knocked me down, and I am up agains but I! have run and 
hidden. Come forth ••• Ahab's compliments to ye; come and 
see if ye can ewerve me." (V, 166) Ahab not only believes 
that hp can attain absolute standarde, but he also accuees 
the gods of running from him. Thia is an egotism far more 
immense than that of Pierre, who thought that he alone 
could attain perfection1 or Taji, who expected perfect 
happiness on earths or Redburn-White Jacket, who merely 
tried to stay above mankind. 
Among the several 1hip1 which the Peguod~ encounters 
ia the Samuel Enderby of London. The Captain of the English 
whaler has lost an arm to the white whale, 10 the two officers 
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have much in common, but the .Englishman a:iya "I've lowered 
for him once, and that has satisfied me •••• he's best 
let alone." (V, 439) Ahab agrees, but adds, "But he will 
still be hunted, for all that." (V, 4:t9) Though Ahab aeema 
to understand the folly of pursuing the white whale, since 
he agrees that "he'! beat let alone," he persists in the 
quest because of the pr oddings of his chronometr ical soul. 
As the end of the chaae draws near, Ahab dPfies the 
aun by smashing his qu&d:atnt. He ?:>ws henceforth to set 
his position by his own means. Thia emph3sizes that he 
follows only his own chronometrical soul and denies any 
allegiance to any higher being, even nature as Rymbolized 
by the sun. On another level, the purauit has carried 
Ahab so far that now he muat ignore celestial rule to 
continue it. 
When a typhoon blows up from the direction of the 
intended pursuit, and the masts light up with St. Elmo's 
fire, Ahab take1 the link• of the lightning rods in his 
s hand r , Re thus defi¥' the powers of nature and ~ods as 
he 1aya, "I own thy speechless, placeless powers but to 
the last gasp of my earthquake life will dispute its 
unconditional unintegral ma1tery in me." (V, SOO) Star- 
buck, hi! firet mate, in1i1t1 that God i1 against Ahab's 
hunt, but the Captain rallies the crew to the chase. 
Starbuck, who i1 described as having "mere unaided 
virtue or r ight-mindedneas" (V, t84) ha1 the chance, and 
even the itilpul!e to 1top the In sane chase in a chapter 
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called "The Musket." While on his way to report an ap- 
parent change in the wind du.ring the typhoon, Starbuck 
notices a loaded musket on the bulkhead, and "there strangely 
evolved an evil thought" (V, 506) from his heart. He 
takes the muske t in his hands and thinks, "I come to report 
a falr wind to him. But how fair? Fair for death and 
doom, --that'!! fair for Moby Dick." (V, 507) He senses 
the disaster inherent in Ahab's quest, and thinks, "Yes, 
it would make him the wiliul murd~rer of thirty men and 
more, if this ship c ome s to any deadly harm; and come 
to deadly harm my eoul S\'ITearis this ship will, if Ahab has 
his way." (V, 507) Starbuck ponders and realietically 
admits that he could not geize control of the 8hip from 
the monomaniAc captain. He comes to the horological 
conclusion that to kill Ahab i~ the only solution, but 
his "mere unaided virtue" will not allow him to follow 
the horological course of actions to commit the murder 
for the good of the men of the ship. At the moment of 
decigion "Starbuck seemed wrestling with an angel; hut 
turning from the door, he placed the death• tube in its 
rack, and left the place." {V, 408) "Mere unaided virtue" 
mu1t he helped by horological will if it is to prevent 
a terrible wrong. Starbuck cannot compromise hie own 
concept of what constitutes sin. 
The electrical phenomenP. dw:inr the typhoon have the 
disconcerting effect of revereing the pole~ of the ehip'~ 
compas8. To the superstitious aailore, this is a bad omen, 
~n<, Ahab dcc Ld c s to awe them ,.,.ith a r!C'monstration of his 
power over mysterious f'or c e s by an ei.per Irnen t ln c Lencnt ar y 
phy sd c s , JJe magne t izcs n sail-naker s necc1 le t::y st r i!dnG 
it with a hamner and replacing the t r an spo.lrrt ed needle 
wit!'? the newly-nade one. Tie cr ows +o the crew "Look ye, 
for your snfve s , if Ahab be not lord of the level lodestone!" 
(V, 511) Thoug?i even nature tr Le s to deter Ahab fr om fol- 
lowinr, the track of Moby nic}:, he f or c e s all t~.!n{;S to 
yiel~ to hi~ chr onomct r Lea I pur liul t. 
Imr1cr.!iately tef ore the chase, ~tnrtuc!~ tr Lc s to convince 
Ahab that the be st cour se would be to turn for home and st op 
the ebase , Ahab r~pl-t.M!, "Wh:it i!I it, what nameless, in- 
scr u+ab t e , unearthly thfnr, i! it, \'rhat cozaen Ing , hicdcn 
lord an~ Maeter, and cruel, re~or8el~ss emperor commands 
me; that ~ga1n!t all nntural lovingB and longing~, I so 
keep pushing, and er owd Ing , and jarudng Mygelf on all the 
time; rec'cleegly making me ready to do what in my own pr oper , 
natural heart, I durst not so much a s dare?" (V, 536) Ahab'e 
chr°"omf'tr!cal soul has taken over cHrection of his will, 
a. and though thfl rational faculty~ warn that it i! folly to 
continue, the ·~oul will drive him on. As Ahab turns away 
from the advice of Starbuck, he lookB over the site of 
the ship an~ ~ee~ the evil facP. of Pedallah reflecting back 
at him. He is now utterly committed to the unique folly 
and ein which i~ unavoidablt- when one follow~ the chr onomet « 
rical course too far. 
The Pequod catchee up with Moby nick and the final ad- 
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venture ~egins. The first ~ay's c~counter r~~ults in Ahab's 
boat beinc; cut in two by the whale, but with no los~ of life. 
The ship drives the ·.thale away f r ore the floatin~ Ahab, an1 
they resume the cha se , After t!l.is f tr st attac't on Moby 
Dick, the whale is content to e~cape ~lthout attac~ing his 
toxru£ntcr, but Ahab rtfu1e! to !top the queFt. 
The second day of the c::a!e ends much e.! the fir!t, 
with Ahat•g tent again ~mathed by the whal~, but thie time 
enc man it ir.isfiing. Fc-de.llah, the evil har pooner , Aha~ 
swcar s again to ft'lloi:~ Mot:y rick to the death, though ~tar- 
buck again po lnt s out that thif: chronometrical c our se ifl 
impiety nnd blPsphemy in the fac~ of all the warninfP to 
desist. 
The third day brings the chage to itg vio1£nt conclusion. 
The whale, ~riven to distraction by the harpoons and the 
continuing attacks, turns on the Pcquod anc.1 sink~ it by 
ramming it. Ahab sinkg hi~ la~t harpoon into the whale 
end ig subsequently caught in the line nnd carried over- 
board to his death. Hi1; unique folly of pw:suing the 
absolute standard of destroying all evil, as he saw the 
whale, has led Ahab to the unique sin of causing the 
deaths of himself and the crew of the Pequod, the innoc~nt 
and guilty tor.ether. Symbolically, a sky-hawk is trapptd 
by the blow of a hammer and coes datm with the ship "which, 
like Satan, would not sink to hell till she had dragged a 
living part of heaven along with her." (V, .566) ThiB 
parallele Ahab's monomania which l~a~s to his death, carrying 
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the crew to death with him. ntere is only one survivor, 
Ishmael, and he will be di~cussed in the next chapter. 
Billy~ has been widely acclaimed as one of Mel- 
ville's greatest works, but has received many different 
interpretations.2 It is the story of a handsome yotmg sailor, 
Billy Budd, who is innocent of all evil. He is impressed 
to serve aboard a British man-of-war, the Indomitable, 
where an evil ma1ter-at-arm8, Claggart, falsely accuses 
him of plotting a mutiny. Unable to answer the charge 
verbally because of a speech defect, he lashes out at 
Claggart, killing him with one blow. Billy is tried and 
' hung for hi~ crime. While it may seem strange to consider 
such a meek, innocent character ag Billy in the same 
category ~s the defiant monomaniac Captain Ahab, both 
char.acter~ exemplify a devotion to chronometrical i~eals, 
the principle of classification of thi! chapter. 
Dilly Budd ig de!cribed as the ideal manifestation of 
the "Handsome Sailor." (VII, 135-6) "He was young; and 
degp!te his all but fully developed frame in agpect looked 
even young~r than he really was," (VII, 144) but the moet 
11triking aspect of t!1e young sailor i8 his complete in- 
nocence. When he leave8 the merchant !hip, the Rightg £!.. 
Man, with the pre8S•gang, Billy turns to the craft and - 
gays "And good-bye to you too, old Right a !?!_ !:!!!!,!" (VII, 142) 
Though the comment can easily be con~trued a~ satiric, Mel- 
ville adds, "To deal in double meaning and insinuations of 
any sor t wa11 quite foreign to his nature." (VII, 142) Billy's 
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ft~e f~nture~ ~ee~ to indicate t~~t ~e i~ cf noble descent, 
b1!t "For the r e st , l'lit!-1 littl~ or no shar pne ss of faculty 
or any trace of the wlsrtom nf th~ serpent, nor yet quite 
._ d ove , he po s se s sed that klnr1 and decree of intcllig.nnce 
~oin~ ~lcnr:; ~dth the unc onvent Lona t r ec t Lt ude of a sound 
human cr ea t ur e , on e to i"fhom not yet has been pr of f er ed the 
que~tiona~lE! apptP. of ~mowle-1~:e ••• Of self con sc Ious- 
nP.S!! h~ !S(!cme-1 to have little or none, or about as nuch as 
,.,~ may r easonab ty {rnputt:'! to a dO!j of St. nerna.rd's breed ••• 
nilly ln marry r e snec t s , 11as llttle nor e than a sort of up- 
r lGht l°'arbnr ian, much ~11ch per haps tu: .J\dar1 pr e sumab Ly 
m:lr,ht ~:npc hce~ r r e the ur bnn e Ser pent '1:-!l' ir;glcd h lraseLf 
into hi~ company." (VII, l.46-7) In a tl of the for eco.ine 
<1e~cr ;_pt ion the emphasd s lies heavily on Dilly's innocence, 
hi~ c1most ab so Lut e avo idance of contact with or knowledge 
of evil. He i~ an a Imo sf true chronometer. ~till, t hee e 
1!! a t so a repetition of his human I t y r he ha s not the char- 
acteri~ticf; of the dove; he is a "!iotmd human creature;" and 
he i~ like Ac!am, that fr.llijble human. 
The rrob1t-m i~ that he i~ an inf er Lor teing. Though he 
savs , "God knowF;," (VII, 146) when atked about hi~ place of 
birth and his father's identity, it is all too apparent that 
be hag human forbears an<1 has inherited their weakne s s for 
sdn , M~1vi11e say s , "Though our hand some Sailor had as 
much of mnaculine beauty as onecan expect anywhere to 3ee1 
neverthele!s, like the ben11tiful woman in one of Hawthorne's 
minor tale~, there wnn ju~t one thing ami8! in him. No 
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v{~ihle b1amieh, ~ndce~, ns wlth the ta~~; no, hut an 
occa~iona! 1lab:ttity to a voea t defect." ("!!!• 14'!) This 
one t:lcrdsh !~ sai~ by Melville to he "a Ftr.i1d.nc in~t~ce 
that the arch interferer, the envious carplot of nden ~till 
hn! more or 1e~9 to do with ~very human consl.:;nmcnt to this 
planE"t of earth. In every ca se , one way or another he i~ 
~U1.'c to !!lip !n ht~ ~3.ttl~ car d , as much a s to rcMinc1 us 
·-!too hav~ a hnnd ~ere." (VII, 149) Yt 1! th!~ "calling 
car<l" whlch Lead s 'Hr.f'.'r.tly t() Tiill'y'! sin an~ dmmf'all. 
Bi11j' nuc1'1 m:tint?.t!rt~ his innocence throuihout the 
~tory, an~ lt ~e~m8 to be because of a will to hold himself 
ahove the ~"'l" •·1hleh b~set11 others. Wh~n Billy w:f.tne~~c~ 
punishment by f'loge:lng aboard the fndom!tftble, "ff~ reeolTed 
thst never through rem!Amieee would he mak~ himself liable 
to @uch ~ viidtatton or do or omit ftught that might merit 
even verbal reproof." ('rtt, 17.5) This is obviously a vow 
to~~ rnore thnn human, to hen chronometrical character in 
the t!'rm~ of the Plinlimmon panphlet. 
ifhen Billy receive~ a vague threat from one of the 
"ehip'~ corporals of the lower decks" for stir.ht dif!- 
crepancies !n hig hammock and the stowage of his bag, 
which ~~f!m to be the result, not of ner,ligene~, but rather 
of tnmpering, he seek! out an older, more experienced 
sailor for advice. The old ''Dansker" who represents the 
world of experience, recognizes ~illy for the innocent 
that he is and tbinke that "euch innocence ae man is cap- 
able of doee yet in a moral emergency not always sharpen 
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t!ie faculties or enlighten the ,,,111." (VtT, 177) Th!~ 
~ailor is the nppropriatc per~on for rllly to go to for 
cxpla~n~ion and advice, but when the olrl ~alt accurately 
sur~i~es~"'naby Dudd, Jemmy Lees' (meaning the rna~tcr-nt• 
arms) 'is ~own on you,'" rvrr, 178) nilly t1oe~ not h~t!d 
the explanation. Billy can~ot tmderstand th~ duplicity of 
the r.ia~ter•at-arm~ tfho call~ 'him "~ S\feet ~ pl~asant 
young f~tlow," rvrr, 178) an<1 so refu!Jee to b~l:f.ev(!! hi8 
'd~e informant. 
"JemY'lly t.egs," h~ttf'r tmown e s Claagart, the maf!ter•at- 
arn~ of the Indomitable, is indeed "down on" Billy, but for 
no rational r~~~nn. Re representft natural ~~pravity of a 
mo~t el~mental type. Melville writes of him "Ctageart, ill 
whom <tof&fl! the mania of an evil nature, not engendered by 
vic!ou! training or corrupting book• or licentioua living, 
but born with him and !nnatP., in ehort •a deprftvity accord• 
:J.ng to nature' .. " (Vt!, 187) T!t~ only inkl:ln~ of a rea1.11on 
for hi8 hate for ~illy i! that he i~ einvioas of Dl11y'e 
p~8ona1 beauty, an~ the action which he takes against the 
young !!lftilor f.tJ co111p1ete1y out of rational proportion for 
such a jealougy. 
Billy 18 ~leeplng, not in the berth-decks with the 
general run of the crew (as in White Jacket,) but abOYe 
deck•, in a •uper iOl' po•f.tion, when he la wakened by an 
"after-guardsman," appare1tly the ellllllie•ary of a mutiny 
plot. Melville point• out another of Billy's wea1cneese• by 
noting that he ha• "almost an incapacity of plwaply saying 
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no to an aW:upt PJ=O_;>oaition not obviously un r r Lend Iy , nor - .. . 
lniquitoua." (VII, 198) ~/hen he joins t ae man in t!1e f or e» 
cha~a, Billy ia ew:aged to hear an ob sc ur e pr cpo sa.l ~·:hich 
aeema evil to him, and tells thE aftcx-Guardsman to le~ve 
iA no wiceitain teim1. Eis ieactlcn is so sudden and impul- 
siYe that he doea aot lEain exactly what the proposition 
is. Ha:; aengeg that it n1ay t:e: evil and c.!t ive~ t he fell ow 
off in a fit of aLgex at even tcing exposed to po~slb1c 
evil, and wiEhes to know nothint about it. 
Afte.t the ayc.tcrious enc cunt ct, t hough 'flill}' l1ants to 
fo.tget this f'lrst C:irect cxper Lenc e with evil, he cannot 
h£lp but be cw:ious about it. Ile appr oache s thP olc' 
"Dansker" again, and r ece lvce the same explanation which he 
had earlier heard, ''Why, Jc5 Legs_ is~ on you," (VII, 
203) but D~lly again refuses to consider Claggnrt as the 
root of his troubles. 
Claggart approaches Captain Vere with a trumpec1-up 
story of Billy's acting as the leader of an incipient 
mutiny. Vere doubts the tale hut decides to confront Dilly 
·~ith his accuser. Claggart r ee Lt e s his charges, which stun 
Billy with their mongtroidty, and revive his speech imped• 
lment. Veze tells Dilly to tpeak, but hl1 attempt! are 
pictured as "an agony of ineffectual eagernes! to oh~y the 
injunction," (VII, 226) which seems to characterize Billy 
quite well. He ig ineffectual because he ha8 held himself 
above the evil associated with manklnd, anr1 cannot cope with 
it. The devil's callinc card ha~ appeared at the crucial 
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af'.'ment to r~l'!'l!nrt the r eartcr that ni11y i~ onl:· n human t'lnd 
therefore conf3titutionn11y lnc:'.pnh1~ ()f chron()metr.!cal 
bchnvlor. Bl11y f!na11y lnsbe~ out w!tb hi~ fi~t and ~!11~ 
C1acgart w!~h one blow. Capta!n Ver~ ~~f!ne~ th~ action 
when he savs "Struct-: dead by an !lnCf'l of GM. Yt-t th~ angel 
•u!t hnnc!" (VII, 22~) ~111y ha~ b~~ try!nr, to liY~ 1!ke 
an angel of ~o~, but hetnrr a f"11!b1~ humftn, h~ ennnn!tt~d 
the ~in of murder. Tfl!g ~in!~ truly £o11y, for any ex- 
p!nnation ,.•ould !ufficC! to convince C"..apta!n Ver~ of hi~ 
Innoe ence , but hi~ '1ur.ian frailty !~ac1~ hin into ~in, just 
as lt ~i~ Pi~rre. 
At hi~ trf~1 bP.for~ a court-Martial, fli11y fail~ to 
r~v~a1 the approach of the emd.s8ary b~cau~e of his "innate 
repugnnnce to playing a part at a11 approachin~ that of an 
informer against one's own 8htpmates ••• with the blind 
feetinc- n~~ h!~, that nothln~ really wa! being hatchM ." 
(VYY, ~~~-240) Billy stilt relies on hi8 chronometr!cat 
seut , lfh!eh BiTe!ll him "fe~1inr!J," rather than on f.ntel• 
llgence, or the experience which he 80 sorely 1aek1. 
Billy i! eonvicte~ ae a reautt of captain Vere's 
·~~resseg to the court and sentenced to hang though in- 
nocent of any malice or intent. Vere point fl out that 
Billy'~ lac~ of intent wilt acquit Bitty "At the Last 
Assize,.," (VIt, 247) but on earth, other co1u1i~erations 
conTict him. 
Billy !s hanged, and his last words are "God bless 
captain Vere!" (VII, 26') He is chronometrical to the end, 
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turning the other cheek even in the face of death, but death 
muat come, becauae the world cumot lcmg tolerate an inferior 
being trying to live by ch:roaometrlcal atandarda. 
The characters atudied in thla chapter ahare a dnotlon 
to chr onometr ical ataadard • wl th each other and wl th Pierre. 
Taj! purauea bl1 quest of Ylllah, hia ayabol of perfection, 
into the chartleaa aeaa and suicide. ledbur11..whlte Jacket 
attempt• to hold hlaaelf abcwe the comacm run of mankind . . 
aboard ahip and finally plunge• fro• the height• to a virtual - . 
burial in the depth• of the aea. Ahab take• hia ahlp and 
it• crew to deatructloa while atteapt!ag to deatroy the white . . 
whale which peraonlflea evil to him. Billy Budd remain• 
innocent of evil until he la anavoidably faced with it. At 
that time, he cannot cope with it and diea for hia effort•. 
In every caae, the earthl!neaa of the character cauaea the 
ultimate failure of h!1 quest for the abaolute. 
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·· 1. James :s. Mi11u, Jr •.1 dnelopa the argument for •uch a treatment quite conT!ilchglI.h "Redburn aad White ~cketa Initiation and Baptiam," N eteenib:Centm:y Fiction, 
ii (1959), 2?3•293. 
2. Jame• E. Miller! Jr~givea a b~ief but complete 
rnlew of the nr1ln1 ci: tlcal opialcn1 on !Ali' Budd in 
"Billy Budd a The cataat.rophe of Imaocence, e.rn tinsuage 
Note1, ccifl (19~8), 168 a. 
IV THE lICROLOGICALS 
As the chronometric&! characters in Melville's novels 
betray a moral 1imilarity beneath their external disparity, 
10 the horological characters show a deep relationship 
beneath their superficial differences. Tiley share one 
characteristic, a desire to pursue a horological course 
of action, a willingness to compromi1e with the evil which 
is omnipresent in the world of men. In other words, these 
men depend on relative (horological) standards, rather than 
on absolute (chronometrical) standards. 
In Taji's long quest for Yillab, it la the philosopher, 
Babbalanja, who best personifies the horological character. . . 
It is in his decision to remain at Serenia, where the best 
Mardian (earthly) approximation of Yillah (perfection) is 
to be found, that Babbalanja beet reveals his horological 
standards. 
Babbalanja has a very rational view of the mliverse: 
"if not against us, nature !11 not for us." (I, 244) The 
earthly life is the important consideration to Babbalanja, 
for there may be no afterlife. He takes a distinctly 
relative view of life when he saye "Ah godg! in all thie 
universal gtir, am I to prove one stable thing?" (I, 277) - . 
Again noting the relativi&n of the world, he says, "The 
knave of a thousand years ago eeems a fine old fellow full 
of spirit and fun, little malice in his soul; whereas, the 
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knave of to-day eeeme a sour-v!1aged wight, with nothing 
to redeem him." (I, 314) 
When the !eekere Yi$it Maramma, the !~land where Alma 
is profes~ed but not truly follCIWed, Babhalanja again reveals 
hie wiroom. Ile ~ays, "Yillah may have touched these ghoree; 
but long since l'Jhe mu~t have fled." (I, 30) The {'hilo~opher 
i~ the firet to realize that there ig too much evil in the 
priest-ridden country of Maramma for guch perfect innocence 
and happine1s as Yillah represent• to long exiet there. 
Commenting on Alma and hi8 worship as practiced on 
Maramma, Dabbalanja aaya, "The prophet came to do away 
all gods but one; but since the days of Alma, the idols 
of Maramma have more than quadrupled. 11le prophet came 
to make us Mardiang more virtuou1 and happy1 but alone with 
all previou~ good, the same wars, crimes, and mi!erie8, which 
existed in Alma's day, under variou1 modifications are yet 
extant. Nay: take from your chronicles, Mohl, the history 
of those horrors, one way or other, resulting from the 
doi#'a of hlma's nominal followers, and your chronicles 
would not so frequently make mention of blood. The prophet 
came to guarantee our eternal felicitys but according to 
what is held in Maramma, that felicity rests on so hard a 
proviso, that to a thinking mind, but very few of our sin- 
ful race may secure it." (II, 32) This commentary echoes 
almost exactly the criticism of Christianity found in the 
I Pj{inlimmon pamphlet. Like the philosopher in the later novel, 
Babbalanja sees the tremendous di1parity between the teachings 
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of ideal religion and the world am it is, and cannot 
resolve the difference. 
Dabbalanja finds an ancient book called "A Happy 
Life" during their travels and finds much in it that . . 
pleases him. He reads, "l would bear the same mind, 
whether I be rich or poor, whether I get or lose in the 
world. I will reckon benefits well placed as the fairest 
part of my possession, not valuing them by number or 
weight, but by the profit and e1teem of the receiveri 
accounting myeelf never the poorer for any thing I give 
I will live and die with this testimonyz that I • • • 
loved a good conmciencei that I never invaded another 
man's liberty; and that I preeerved my own." (II, 78) 
Though the ideas are more nearly ab1olute than the Plin- 
limmon pamphlet, Babbalanja in1i1ts that it is not a 
religion. These thoughts make Dabbalanja very happy, but 
he says "I am not content. The mystery of myl!iteries is 
still a my11tery." (II, 80) The mystery will not be re- 
solved for the philosopher until he arrives at Serenia, 
where virtuous expediency i1 practiced in the name of Alma. 
When the travelers draw near Pimmine,.1; the land of 
the Tappariane who pay a great deal of attention to the 
trivial details of 1ocial life, Babbalanja says, "no 
Yillah 11 here," recognizing that perfection cannot exit 
where trivia is considered important. They land anyway, 
and after obeerv!ng th~ many foibles of thege social 
people, Babbalanja comments, "They are the victims of two 
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incurable maladies: stone in the heart, and o!sification 
of the head." (II, 106) The phd Lo sopher recognizeg these 
pompoue people for what they are. 
Babba1anja digcourees learnedly on the quegtion of 
philogophlc~l_necessity and comes up with this conclusion: 
"I sometimes see but two things in all Mardi to believe: 
that I myself exist, and that I can most happily, or 
least miserably exist, by the practice of righteousness. 
All else is in the cloudss and nought else may I learn, 
till the firmament be split from horizon to horizon. Yet 
alas! too often do I swing from these mooringg." (II, 125-126) 
Babbalanja•s philosophy is closely related to that of 
Pllnl!mmon in its earthly relativism of practice. He 
later 11ay1 "Our sout e belong to our bodies, not our bocHes 
. . . 
to our eouls," (II, 214) again emphasizing the earthly 
nature of his ~hilog?phy. 
Serenia ie an island where virtuoug expediency i~ the 
rule of life. The residents treat every man as a brother 
becau!e Oro (God) is the father of all, and becauge Alma 
commanded it. (Alma's name is taken from the Faerie Queene 
of Edmund Spenser and is more nearly an earthly figure than 
a Christ, though the reeidentiB of Maramma interpreted his 
teachings in a chronometrical way. A~ in Spenser, Alma 
represents the reason, and also the rule of temperance over 
the body , ) Alma, in thi~ practice of the S(rcnians, ,.,ould 
pleaee Plinlimmon, for "'1j'1e Mardi, to which loved Alma 
gives hits lawss not Paradise." (II, 366) Along the eame 
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line of thought, the Serenians believe that "were the turf 
our everlasting pilJ.ow, still would the Master's faith an- 
swer a blessed end 1 ·-making U! more truly happy !!!!.!• 
That Ls the firgt and chief result; for holy here, we must - 
be holy elsewhere." (II, 366) The Serenians follow the 
teachings of Alma and make a pointed distinction between 
the teachings of Alma and the practice of those who profess 
his faith. They adopt the fatherless and help the poor on 
the island. Dissenters are tolerated and the Serenians will 
not sny that people of other beliefs are wrong, "for this 
we know not, absolutely." (II, 365) Though Alma is wor- 
!hipped, "Ile who hourly prays to Alma, but lives not up to 
world-wide love and charity ••that man is more an unbeliever 
than he who verbally rejects the Master, but does his bid- 
ding." (It, 365) Plinlimmon says that Christ's unique 
contribution to morals, the return of good for evil, ig 
the part of the moral sy at em that fails to work. The 
Ser endan s gay, "All that is vital in the Ma!:ter •s faith, 
lived here in MarcH, and in humble dells, was practiced 
long pr eviou~ to the M'c:i~t ez '$ coming. But never bef ere 
wag virtue so lifted up among U!:, that all might sec." 
(II, 366) 
There is no kinr: in Serenia, l'ut the pcopf.e do not 
naively believe in tlie perfection of man. 'Tht:y believe 
that there ie some cerm of cood in the heat t of every 
man, nnct that i~ their str.rtinr, p~int. The ~ociAl ey~tem 
is admittedly imperfect and muet remain ~o becau!e of the 
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imperfect state of the men who form it. Equality i! not 
attempted, but those who are better :supplied with coode 
keep the needy from ab~olutc want. They have legal machin• 
ery to deal with er Ime • by ma~dng thcee who comm! t er irnee 
live apart from the rest of the population until they repent 
of their crime. Babbalanja, upon hearing the!e idealigtfc 
claim! fr?m. an old !pokesman '.Of the Serenians, recall! that 
the claimg gound like tho!e of the regidents of Maramrna, 
and Media says th•t they mugt be impractical, for "men are 
men.tt (II. 367) Their informant an~ers with gome rhetorical 
quegtions which reveal hi~ faith in the practicality of 
Alma's teachings: ttAnd are not these thing! enjoined by 
Alma? An~ would Alma inculcste the impoaeible? of what 
merit hl~ precepts unless they may be practiced?" (II, 367) 
Alma's precepts, contrary to Christ•!, (at lea!t !n Plin· 
limmon•s view) are ultimately practicable according to the 
Serenian. 
Dabbalanja find~ himg~lf strangely attracted by the 
talk of the old Serenian, and if there is not much in their 
faith which goes againet r ea son , The answer i~ "Right• 
reason, and Alma, are the same; el~e Alma, not rea~on, 
would ,.,e reject." (II, 370) As the Serenian gives a sort 
of peroration to hi~ explanation of the faith practiced by 
the Serenian~, Babbalanja recognizes the teachings as truth 
and i! converted to this new practice. Yoomy, Mohi, and 
Media follow ~uit, but it if' Babbalanja who firgt see s the 
light. 
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As a result of Dabbalanja's conversion, he is granted 
n vision. An. ang~l vis! ts him and asks what he ha s learned, 
nabbalanj~ anr,wers, "This have I learned, oh? spirit! --In 
things ny st er Loua, to zcc~: no nor ej but rc5t content, with 
know:l.nc naught hut Love." (II, 374) Dabbalnnja has r eached 
the point at which he realizes the inadequacy of rea~on to 
learn the secrets of the unlver~c. Love rnu!t !uffice. 
The angel replies that Dabbalanja i~ blessed for his knowl- 
edge and hig hur:iility, and "That which thy ~ wi~om 
could not find, thy ignorance conf~!!e'1 8hall gain." (II, 
374) The angel takes Babbalanja far above earth to look 
at the world. Th~re the angel tellg Tiabbalanja "But as 
perfect wisdom can be only Oro'sJ so, perfect holiness 
ie hi~ alone. An<.1 who~o i!I other.wise than perfect in his 
holiness l!! liable to ~in." (II, 37.S) T.1esc word~ echo 
the Plinlimmon pamphlet. Babbalanja asks the ultimate 
que s+Loa of why are men created, but the angel cannot - . 
an'S'.1cr it, for it if; "the lagt mystery which un~erlieth 
all the rest." (II, 376) Upon the return from the dream 
trip, the guide <'.xplain ~ th:it the philo~opher should know 
"that heaven hath no roof. To know all is to be all. 
tleatituc1e there ie none. And your only Mardian happdne ss 
is but exemption from great woe~--no more." (II, 379) 
Taji prepareg to depart, but Babbalanja, with his new 
wiedom, r emaIn s in Serenia, "Not because whnt w~ 5our,ht is 
foundi but that I now poseess all which may be had of what 
I sought in Mardi." (II, 380) He warns Taj:i. that his Yillah 
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will not be f ound , but the chr on omet r Lea I seeker insists 
on continuin~ the qtest. Taji leaves the horological 
Bahbalc.nja in the hor o Log Lca I society of Serenia and sails 
to hi~ c1eath. 
!n the Redburn-White Jacket narrative th£rc are three 
horological char ac t er s , The firgt of these, !Jarry Dolton, 
from Redburn, un1ucce!!fully at t empt s to live by virtuous 
expediency. but he !hareg enough good characteristics with 
Jack Chafe, an undoubted horological in White Jacket, to 
be a more youthful and immature s!<etch of the game character. 
~he t~ird horological character in the!e novel~ is White- 
Jacket h Imse If", after hi! rebirth in the bapt Lsm of his 
pl~n".ge into the ocean. 
Harry Botton ii the least defensible of the horological 
char ac t er s , hut he shae e s many char ae t er i!t le s \fl th "match- 
less an(1 unmatchable Jack Cha!e." (VI• 501) Like that 
sailor, Harry is intelligent and quite handsome. They 
both have fine ~inging voice!. The major difference is 
that Harry i! still an Irape tuous youth, rather than a 
thinking Man. ~'/hen Redburn fir st meets the young Ln[;li!lh• 
man, he!~ completely taken in by the fabricationf; which 
Harry erects to protect himself from the world, but a~ they 
become f'r Lend s , he fP.el5 "ill at ease for my bo som f r Lend t s 
con sc i enc e ;" (TII, 363) Bolton has cone to tP.!'ns with the 
world to the extent that he can ea~e hi~ wa7 in it by as- 
Euming a mask, but does not know enough to realize when 
the ma~tc mu!t be removed. In London Harry conducts h Imse If 
knowingly, but lof.'el!I hi~ money to thP. evil tee a use he lack11 
wisdom. 
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Bolton i~ able to charrn the wickec1 sailor~ of the High• 
lander with his sinring much as Jack chase charms the gailora 
of the Neversink with his recitations of ver se , Harry, how• 
ever, is taken in by the canipulatione of the !lick Captain 
Riga, while Jack is never fooled aboard the Never!lnk. 
Harry is always described with the eff~minacy of youth. 
"His complexion was a mantlinc br unet t e , feminine as a 
giil's1 his feet were smalls hig hands were white; and his 
eyee were large, black, and womanly." (III, 278) On the 
other hand, Jack: Chase, the "noble fir st captain of the 
top," (IV, 13) le always a man. "He was a Briton, and a 
true•blue1 tall and well-knit, with a clear open eye, a 
fine broad brow, and an abounding nut•brown beard." (IV, 13) 
w 
At the end of Re<lburn, the author recounts ,Khat little 
he has been able to gather about not ton• s lif '! after the·. 
arriTal in New York. Unable to find employment in the city, 
Bolton shipped aboard a whaler out of desperation and waa 
accidentally killed. He was too young and effeminate to 
exist in the world as he was, but his good characterl1tlc1 
reappear in Jack Chase of White Jacket. 
Jack Chase is a handsome, 11a1culine man, and "no 111an 
told such stories, sang sueh song11, or with greater alacrity 
sprang to hll!I duty." (IV, 13) <:mly once does he act con- 
trary to the rule! of naval discipline, and that is when 
he deserts his ahip. White Jacket explains "He went to 
draw• partitan blade in the ciYil commotions of Peru, and 
befriend, heart and •ou1, what he deemed the cause of the 
Right." (IV, 19) Hi• break with eociety•a rule• of conduct, 
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ae eycbolized by naval discipline, i~ not to attempt to live 
a perfect life, but to etrike a pxactical blatr for the good 
of the Peruvians. When he is apprehended by his old ship, 
Jack does not attempt deception, nor does he ask his Peruvian 
1hipmntes to fight for him in a defiant cesture. He sees 
. . 
that the best course for the most people is togive himself 
up to the Americans and leave the Peruvians with his bless• 
ing. I~ w!ll not pursue what he thinks is right, fighting 
for Peruvian freedom, to the point where improper meane 
are required to continue the gooc.l, the improper means being 
t:i th<'r deception or a futile fight with the Americans. Hi• 
deci•ion in thie ~ituation is a perfect illustration of 
virtuous expediency i.n action. 
When t he Never sink spends e. per 10<1 in the beautiful 
port of Rio de Janeiro, Jnck Chase dnc Ide s thnt his good 
stnnding w:i.th the Captain and hie pol'ition as a petty 
off Leer enable him to do some good for the whole er c·w; to 
wit, to Gf!t them all a day's liberty .in Rio. tI!g nbilitiea 
e s an orator and practical p~ychologi~rt are put to the teat 
of fftcing both t~e captain ~nd '11le Cor.unodore, but he sue- . 
I ce~ds in obtaining the prtvflege of a day ashore for nll 
hande. Thi~ lg, in one sense, the gooc1 for all hu~anity 
(at least on the ship) which Plinllmmon wants ace orapt.Lshed ,
When White Jacket ls arraigned at the mn~t for his 
failure to be at an assigned post dur Ing a ~esmanEhip 
evolution, Jae~< Gha~e does not take the lead in championing 
the cause of his friend. The sailor bas alr~ady been ordered 
to the grating• for flogging when a marine atepa forward 
to defend hi1 integrity. When thl• audden, aatounding 
action cauaea the Captain to he1itate, Jack Chaae also 
riaea to the defence, and White Jacket la spared. It 
appear• that Chaee waa aot willing to rlak hla atanding 
with the officer• of the ahip by defending a man in an 
apparently lndefenaible poaltion, but when lt looks•• 
though White jacket may be apared, he i1111ediately acta. 
The general uaefu1nea1 of hia good office• with the officer• 
to thereat of the crew waa demonetrated by hie action in 
the liberty incident recounted abo.e, and Jacki• not willing 
to aacrifice the future good which might reault from thi1 
poaitlon to a hopeleaa cauae. 
Ju1t before White Jacket auffera hia meaorable fall 
from the helghta, Jack Cha1e warn• him to reaOYe hi1 jacket, 
the ultimate cauae for hi• fall. Thi• warning aymbolizee 
that Jack !1 the oae peraoa who recognises th~t a stubborn 
clinging to chl'onometrlcal 1tandarda (the Jacket) ia 1enae- 
le1a ha the face of theeTll of the world. 
Since I left the old cbron011etrical White Jacket at 
the bottom of hia plunge into the aea in Chapter III, I 
muat now return to the rebirth of the new horological 
White jacket at the moaent between life and death. As 
he deacend1, he reache• a calm acceptance, "Purple and 
pathle•• waa the deep calm now around me, flecked by aum• 
mer lightning• in an azure afar. The horrible nauaea wa1 
gone1 the bloody, blind film turned a pale green1 I wondered 
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whether I ~as ye~ dead, or tStill dying." (IV, 497) The 
sailor does not seem to care for life, "But of a sudden . ~ 
some fa shd on Le as form brushed my side --goi.1e inert, soiled 
[or coiled ·11 fish of the sea; the thrill of being alive 
again tingled in my nerves, and the strong shunning of 
death ghocked me. through." (IV, 497) The physical contact 
with a fish arouges his earthly senses, and they call him 
compellingly back to life. When he rises to the surface, 
he feels restricted by the jacket, which has filled with 
water. This gymbolizes his new realization that his chron- 
ometrical standards are keeping him from life. He cuts 
the jacket off, "as if I were ripping open myself," (IV, 498) 
emerging at last from his cocoon of chronometrical standards 
to join mankind. As the jacket slowly sinkg, the sailors on 
deck mistake it for a white shark and harpoon it, speeding 
it on its way to the bottom, forever freeing White Jacket 
of its restrictions. Symbolically, the bygtanders are bet- 
ter able to recognize its evil than he is, though they are 
not able to understand the nature of the evil. The lagt 
chapter of the book is filled with a benevolent !pirit am 
the reborn White jacket bids goodby to all of the crew of 
the Neversink. He has become a full-fledged member of man- 
kind only at the last possible moment, but he is saved. 
The la!t view of the ship at the end of the novel has 
"ever-noble Jack Chase" (IV, 501) reciting poetry to what 
fg now a unified group of men. White.Jack~t has ghed his 
chronometrical standarde, and now he stands hand in hand with 
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humanity. 
Ishmael, the narrator of most of the etory, i~ the 
horological character in Moby ~. though hit! introduction 
geems to be more fitting for a chronometrical. At the 
outset, Ishmael eay~, "it i1 a damp, drizzly November in 
my goul," (V, 1) acd that he has decided to go to sea be- 
cau~e of his feelings against mankind. Thi1 gounds like 
a chronometrical character, a1 ~oes his egotistical tone 
when he eays that he goee to eea ae a common pallor in 
preference to any other position. ntough the coupling 
of Commodore, Captain, or: Cook as Iehmael'! other po8sible 
posltione and the mandwiching of "Whaling Voyage by one 
Ishmael" (V, .5) betv?~:n a pre1ddential election and a 
battle in "Affghanistann on "the gra1'd programme of 
Providence" (V, 5) may be con sdder ed as examp I e s of Mel- 
ville's sometime~ whimsical humor operating through I~hmael, 
they neverthele1s gmack of egotiem. 
l!hmael is stranded at New Bedford on his way to Nan- 
tucket, and there meets hie malvation in the form of a can- 
nibal harpooner named Queequeg. He pae11ea up two inn! 
because they are too jolly (and expensive) for him and ends 
up at the "Spouter Inn," run by "Peter Coffin," anf omdnous 
connection, as Ishmael himself notes. (V, 8) When the land- 
lord informs hlm that the only bed available is half of the 
one occupied by a harpooner, Ishmael responds that he does 
not like to !leep two in a bed, but if the harpooner is not - 
decidedly objectionable, and nothing el1e is available, he 
will ehare the bed. This is the action of a horological 
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character, ld11ing to conpr cmd se h l s ethical stand in the 
face of reality. On reflection, howevP.r, I~hmael decides 
that perhap~ h1~ stnndard~ neerl not be compromiged. He 
tries to work out an arr angemen t on th€ benche s in the public 
room, but even with the aid of the innkeeper •s plane on 
the pine ~lab, no comfort is pos~ible. Again the situ~tion 
forces IEhmael beck to h I s c ompr omd se , but he want s to know 
More about hi~ pro~pective bed-mate before committing him- 
se If irrevocnhly to the communal be<l. He t cse s hd s temper 
,dth the Innkeeper because of hig mm e onf us i on at the 
etory about the ab~ent harpooner, but the ~ituation is 
clarified to !~hmael's patisfaction end he r,o~s to bed. 
He ob ser ve s hi! roommate ccne in and prepare for s l eep, 
Though it takes eome time, I~hmael finally realizes that 
th~ harpooner, who~e name turn~ out to be Oue equeg , i~ " 
n8tive of the South s~aB, but this knowledge offerB I~hmeel 
little coneolation. 'nle pagan extinguighes the lirht and 
Jumps into bed with his tomahawk-pipe clenched between his 
teeth before he realizes that the bed has another occupant. 
Congiderable confusion results, and I!hmael call~ to the 
landlord in fear for hie life. Coffin comes and explains 
the situation to Queequeg, thue bringing peace. Thege 
early eventg reveal that though Ishmael showe eome readinegg 
to compromiee hie standard!, he al~o revealg 1ome reluc- 
tance. Thie reluctance will ~hortly dieappear as Iehmael 
forms a clome, unreserved bond of friendship with Queequeg 
and becomes a true horological. Thie reluctance may also 
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be interpreted a~ Pymbolizing that a horological char- 
acter need not give up all of hi~ ~tanrlard~, a level of 
meaning which may b~ operative, though it lg ~ot the primary 
nc~ninr of Ishmnel'c reluctance. 
Aft~r coffin re~tore~ pence to the premi~es, Ishmael 
think~: "the man•g a humnn being ju~t as I am: he ha~ as 
much rea~on to fear me, as I have to be afraid of him. 
netter s l e ep with a sober cannibal than a drunken Chri~tian." 
(V, 24) ner;pite the early indication~ of a chronometr!cal 
character, Ishmael e~tabli~hes himgelf quite firmly a~ a 
horological by thi~ rea~oning. 
Jghmael makee the ffrgt advance~ of friendehip toward 
()ueequeg. "I' 11 try r. ray,an friend, thought I, L Ishmael \ 
gfnce chr Lst Lan kindnets~ has proved but hollow cour t e sv ;" 
(V, 50) Like Plinlimmon, I~hmael recognizes the mockery 
of Chrigtian principle~ by its followers, and broaden~ his 
criteria to include non-Christian~ among his friends. The 
advance! are accepted, and very soon I!hmael propoee8 a 
~ocial gmoke, which they ghare from the pagan's pipe. "If 
there yet lurked any ice of indifference towarde me [Ishmael 1 
in the Pagan•~ brea~t, this pleasant, genial ~moke we had, 
soon thawed it out, and left us cr on Ie s ," (V, 51) Smoking 
is the Bame friendly, relaxing activity which White Jacket 
and Ahab ecorned, and here it eeals a bond of friendghip. 
The bond is quickly formalized, and Queequeg proclaims that 
they are married, "meaning, in hi! country's phra8e, that 
we were bo~om friends." (V, Sl) Queequeg asks I~hmael to 
join him in the worghfp of a little ebony idol named Yojo, 
C}O 
:'\ r eque st whi.ch causes some momcrrt ar v con st crnat Jon in the 
Chri~tian'fl ndnd , T!hmael r e so tve e the pr ob Len for h Lnse If 
in thi~ manner e "HON then could I unite with thi~ wild 
idolater in wor~hipping hi~ pi~ce of wood? But what i~ 
wor~hip? thought I. Do you ~uppo~e nCM, Ishnnel, that 
the mapnandmous God of heaven and enrth--p~r,an~ and all 
inc1u~ed--can pog~ibly be Jealou~ of an inFi('tlificant bit 
j 
of bl11ck woo_)(? 1.mpo~~ible! But \1hat i~ wort:hip?--to do 
the will of God--that is wor~hip. And what it11 the will of - 
God?--to do to my fellow Man what I l'.'Ou1<1 have my f cl low 
~nn to do to me--that is the will of God. Now, 0u~equeg 
is my fellow man. And what do I wish that Oueequer. would 
do to me? Why, unite with me in my particular Presbyterian 
form of wor shdp , Consequently, I must then unite with him 
i/ in hi~; ergo, I muat turn idolator. (V, Sl·.52) Thou{;h thi1; 
reasoning would fail to convince any chronometr ical char- 
acter, the horological Ishmael is content with the regults 
and join! the pagan in hil!l ritual. Thus Jghmael a Lso meet! 
Plinlimmon' g r equ Ir emerrt s that a good man "i8 perfectly 
tole.rant to all other men's opinions." (VI, 251) 
It is neceeeary to draw a dietinction here between 
the f r Lend shd p of Redburn with Harry Bolton and that be- 
tween Ishmael and Queequeg. The former relationship was 
largely batSed on a mutually recognized attitude of ~upe- 
riority. Thum, it failed to break down Redburn•~ feelings 
of superiority over mankind, and failed to c ompr om i se hiis 
chronornetrical ~tandardg. Bolton !here~ the eame char- 
acteristics on which Redburn prides himselfJ intelligence, 
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high birth,_ and high st andar ds , cut even with t l.c Chr i s t Lan , 
\\'hit<: Inelit.hman, Redburn ha s r c scr va t Lon s , When Ishrr,ael 
sea Ls his f r Lcnd sh Ip with (~ucc~ucr;, the pagan , dr.rk-~~dnned 
iel.nnder, he doe s co with no r cr.cr vat Lon s, The. ba sd s for 
t hc e t t r e c t Ion is not a ~imilarity cf supcr Lor Lt y or in- 
tclligc~cc, of high birth, er of high stanctnrdt, tut n 
very ta~ic ~imilarity cf humanity. IFhmccl cc~pr~ni~es 
~11 chronom~triccl ~tunCerde tc enter the rclationFhip, 
and he f'or f e i t e any claim to super Lor Lt y , 
Since the fri~ndsh1p tetwecn ruccqucr tnd IEhnecl i~ 
f or med e ar Ly in th<' bool. , there may tc a f cmp t a t Lon to 
treo.t it a s mer e Iv introductcry, a s the story cf Semo~. 
and Anntoo in i~rdi, tut Mclvill£ places reminders that 
the f'r Lend shdp i,; ~till pr e scn t t hr oughout t hc novel, and 
aLso allows !~hmael to continue the expr e s s Ion of his 
horological standards. 
llhen Oue equeg fast E and sits in a tortur ingly un- 
conf'or t ab l e position for a day, in his worship of Yojo, 
I~hmael says "I have no objection to any person's religion, 
be it what it may, so long as that per son does not kill 
or insult any other person, because that other per~on 
t1oesn•t believe it also. nut when a man t s religion hc- 
comes really frantic; when it is~ po~itive torment to 
him; and, in f inc, nake s this earth of ours an unc omf or t- 
able inn to lo1gc inf then I think it high tim~ to ta~e 
that individual aside and ar gue the point with him." (V, 85) 
He does ar3uc the point with Queequeg, but hi~ critici~m 
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is not jutt nimed at the "Ramadan" which the pagan hns 
Just been celebr3tlng, but also at sclf-lnjurinc practices 
of religion !n gene~nl. 
\'!hen the owners of the Pcquod question Queeque3's 
. - . 
church affiliation, I~hrnael ray~ that the ~avaze is a 
"born member of the Fli: !it Congregational Church,'' and 
adds the explanation "t mean, ~ir, the same ancient 
Catholic Church to which you and I, and Captain Peleg 
there, an~ Queequeg here, and all of ur, and every mother's 
sen and soul of us belongs the great and everlasting First 
Congr~gation of thi! whole wor!hipplng world; ••• in 
that we all Join hands." CV, 88) Thi~ theology agrees - 
exactly with Plinlimmon 1!! view that a good man mu!lt "be- 
lieve that there is a God for infidel!, as well a! for 
believers." (VI, 251) 
tater, in a chapter called "The Monkey-Rope," the bond 
of friend!h!p exigting between Ishmael and Queequeg la 
i;ymbolized by the monkey•r ope which is $tr etched betvreen 
the harpooner on the whale 'being cut up, and the ~ailor on 
the deck, to insure the !afety of the former. I~hmael 
says , "So r.trongly and metaphy~ically did I conceive of 
my mituation then, that while earnestly watching hi!i IT!Otions, 
I seemed distinctly to perceive that my own individuality 
tea s now merged in a joint $tock company of two. • .... !till 
further pondering, I say, I saw that thi! situation of mine 
was the preci!e situation of every mortal that breathe!J 
only, in mo!t cases, he, one way or another, has this 
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Siamese connexion with a p1tirality of other mortal•." . . 
(V, 318) ~n is thus integrally connected with other 
men and must come to a t..:.~~1.ogical compromise with theu 
good and evil if he ig to survive. 
One day Ishmael is put to the task of iqueezing Elight~y 
co~gealed sperm&ceti back into ite liquid form. During this 
task he feels an almogt myst~cal relationship with humanity. 
He feel! like exprt!S!ling thi1;: "Oh! my dear fellow beings, 
why dlould we longer cheri!h any social acerbitice, or know 
the slightest ill-humor or envy! ComeJ let um gqueeze 
hands all roundJ nay, let u8 all !queezc OU%!elve1 into 
e1ch others let us ~queeze oureelve! univ~rgally into the 
vP.ry milk and !perm of kindness. would that I could keep 
squeezing that 1perm for ever! For now, !inct by many 
ptolonged, repeated experiences, I have perceived th3t 
in all ca~es man must eventually low~r, or at least shift, 
his conceit of attainable felicity." (V, 414·41S) Ishmael 
baa learned the lesson of brotherhood and of compromi!e 
with standards and he expresses it in almost the ~ame tei:ms 
that Plinlimmon uses. 
After the disaster at the end of the chase, Ishmael 
alone aurvivea. He has compromised as Ahab did not, and 
he is saved by his comproml1e. Queequeg's coffin rises 
to the aurface and bouys Ishmael up until he is picked up 
by another ship. This incident symbolizes that IshAael has 
joined the brotherhood of men by his application of horolog- 
ical standards, and that his bond of friend~hip !~hi~ !alvation. 
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Captain the Honorable Edward Fairfax Vere (or 0Starry 
Vere" as ~e is popularly known) from Dilly ~. is one of 
Me~vil~e's most completely d ef Ined horological characters. 
His mo~t important decision ls to commit a ein according 
to ab!olute standards, to hang Billy Budd, the innocent 
gailor, but it is to avoid repercusgfon! which could cause 
great harm to many men. 
The rebellious mutinou~ !pirit abroad in the world, 
and particularly F.ngland's eituation relative to the Spit• 
head and Nore mutinie! is carefully s~t out by Melville 
in the 0Preface'' to Billy ~· The story is set in 1797 
to bring !t into closer relationship to thoee events than 
the affair on which it seems to be ba sed , the Somers mutiny 
in 1842. In the "Preface," Melville firet applauds the 
French Revolution for rectifying some of "the Old World's 
hereditary wrong~' but he immediately condemns it for be- 
coming "a wrongdoer 1 one more oppressive than the kings." 
(VII, 131) The eame progreeeion i~ applied to the Wlrest 
-t- 
in the British Navys an uprising against real abu~eg aj/ 
Spithead • but leading the sailor a "afterward a at the Nore 
to make inm:dinate and aggressive demands." (VII, 132) 
Aa soon as Billy has been ushered aboard the Indomitable, 
Melville again emphasize• the serioumess of the mutinies 
to Eng~and, .and their proximity to the time of the story. 
He gays "To the Britimh Empire the Nore Mutiny was what a 
strike in the fire-brigade would be to London threatened 
by general areon." (VII, 1.51) Later, Melville points out 
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that all of the grievancc5 had not been redressed and 
comments, "Hence it was not unreasonable to apprehend 
some return of trouble t.;;>cxadic or general." (VII, 158-159) 
Melville carefully pr e seat a all of the fo.regoing warnings 
of the dangers inherent in the situation befoxe Vere is 
introduced as a character to in~u.re that the reader will 
realize that the danger is real and not Ju£t a figment of 
Vere•~ imagination. In fact, when Vere first appear s , Mel• 
ville makes the point that "nothing obvious in the der.ieanor 
of the officerg could have suggested that the Great ~tutiny 
wag a r~cent e-vent," (VII, 160) and goes on to say that the 
officer I! take their "tone" from the commanding officer. 
Vere is described in almost glowing terms. He Ls "a 
!ailor of dietinction even in a time prolific of renowned 
searaen ••• He had seen much serYice, been in var Lous en- 
gagements, alwayg acquittinE him~elf as an offic~r mindful 
of the welfare of his men, but never tol~rating an infraction 
of dilllcipline." (VII, 160) He had "a certain unaffected 
modesty of manhood sometimes accompanying a resolute nature, 
a modesty evinced nt all times not calling for pronounced 
action, and which ghown in any rank of life sugge!t~ a 
virtue aristocratic." (VII, 161) "Aside from hls (!URlitie! 
as a 1ea-officer Captain V£re wag an exceptional char• 
acter. • • He had a marked leaning toward everything in• 
tellectual ••• His settled convictiong were as a dyke 
against those invading waters of noTel opinion social 
political and otherwige, which carried away as in a tor• 
rent no few minds in those days, minds by nature not in• 
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ferior to his own." (VII, 163-164) It seem1 obvious that 
Melville sees Vere as an almost perfect officer and gentle- 
man. 
When ctag~art approache1 Captain Vere with his charge 
against Billy, Melville carefully interjects that Vere had 
little_ chance to know Cl~ggart pei:sonally, as the ma~ter- 
at-arm1 arrived aboard ju1t before the events of the story, 
but the captain does feel vaguely repelled by the 1ailor. 
Vere recognizes Claggart•s attempt to alarm him and dis- .. ·- . - 
credits much of his testimony, insight• which reflect to 
the c~edit ?f Ver~. When ~laggart names Billy a~ the object 
of his accusations, Vere is astounded, for he has an accu- . - 
rate estimation of the "handsome sailor'•" charactei:. .. •· . 
Though Vere !1 su1piciou1 of Claggart, he feel1 that 
it~· necessary to ~nquire further into the accusation be- 
cause of the seriousne11 of the charge in the light of the 
recent mutinies. Budd and Claggart come to his cabin where 
Claggart rehearses hi1 charge. Wh~n Dilly's vocal impedi- 
ment reappears, Vere, though he has no prior knowledge of 
it, quickly comprehends the defect. He treats Billy with 
. . 
fatherly gentleness, but ingpite of all, Dilly still strikes 
Claggart. 
On examining Claggart•e body, Vere 1ink1 into a ghort, 
e but profound meditation. '!hen "Slowly he uncove~f his 
face;~an~ the effect waa as if the moon emerging from 
eclipse ehould reappear with quite another aspect than 
that which had gone into hiding. The father in him man- 
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ifegted towards Bi~ly thus far in the scene, was replaced 
by the mil~tary disciplinarian.~' (VII, 227) Vere has eval- 
uated the situation and realizes that there !a no alternative 
but to hang Dilly, and he must k~ep up a stern facade to be 
merciful to Billy. Vere exclail!ls "Struck dead by an angel 
of G?d• Yet the angel mugt. hang." (VII, 229) 'Ibis indi• 
cates that already the course of action hae been decided. 
Though the chronometrical course would be to free Billy . . 
becauge he le blameless, the best course, the horological 
course, is to hang him to prevent the possibility of further 
mutiny. 
The eurgeon and the oth~ off leer a are cl the opinion 
that any action on the matter should be postponed until the 
Indomitable, which is on detached duty, rejoins the fleet, 
1n order to consult the admiral. Vere overrules their 
objcctione and decides on quick action, "Peeling that unle~s 
quick action were taken on it, the deed of the foretopman, ·- . ~ - 
10 1oon as it should be known on the gun-decks would tend 
to awaken nny ~lumbering ember~ of the Nore amoilh th~ crew, 
a gense of the case overruled in ~ptain Vere every other 
consideration." (VI~, ~~6) 
The court meets and the teetimony is quickly concluded. 
The blow is admitted by Budd, though h~ denies any malice 
toward the victim. When the court agks Dilly why Claggart 
would lie about him, Vere interrupts to ~irect the court to 
"c~fine itm ~ttention to the blow'a eoasequeace , wh~ch 
consequence ia to be deemed not otherwise than as justly 
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the striker's deed." (VII, 241) Vere believes that they 
must not cC11.sider the absolute morality of the situation. 
but must only be concerned with the practical effect of 
the blow. 
Dl11y Dudd is removed from the court and Vere nove s 
to addrees the members of the court, "climbing the slant 
deck in the ehip•s lee roll1 without knowing it symbolizing 
thus in his action a mind reeolute to surmount difficulties 
even if against primitive !nstincta strong as the wind P.nd 
the sea." (VII, 243) The instincts are his feelings to- 
ward the innately good Budd, and the naturally evil Clag- . . 
gart, but by an act of intelligent will he forces himself 
to deal with the situation as a practical matter of naval 
diecipline. and he tells his court to do the eame. He 
refuses to let his feelings betray him into an action 
which might well bring on a breakdown of discipline on 
the ship, which in turn would cau~e much strife and grief 
for all concerned. The damage could possibly gpread to 
the whole cot.mtry, for if the ship were lost from the 
Fngligh fleet at 1uch a crucial time. the consequences 
might be catastrophic. Vere will not allow chronometrical 
1tandards of right and wrong to prod him into taking such 
an enormous r is!t or the life of one man, regardle11 of how 
good that man may be. Vere must take the initiative to 
do the virtuously expedient act, and. he does. He admit! 
that Budd will be forgiven in the Last Judgement but 
insists that he must be convicted in this temporal court. 
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He also forbids clemency aa being prejudicial to good order 
in asuch extreme times. 
Dilly is convicted and sentenced to hang. captain 
Vere communicatea 1he sentence to the young sailor with 
Melville's "conjecture" the only idea that the reader Ls 
given of the scene. Melville aays that Billy suffered leas 
than Vere in the proceedings, an effect which stems more 
from Vere's humanity than from any twinges of conscience. 
The end of Vere's career is recounted briefly at the 
end of the story. The Indomitable becomes involved in an 
/ engagement with a French ship, the Athei1t, and Vere is 
mortally wounded. To the ~nd, Vere tries to prevent 
anarchy and forestall revolution, to bring virtuous 
expediency into practice. llia last words are "Dilly 
Budd, Billy Budd," (VII, 27.5) but they are not uttered 
in r emor se for his act. It was the action \thich had to 
be taken, and Vere did not back away fiom it. 
Dabbalanja, the rational philosopher of Mardi, realizes 
that the society of S.erenia, where Yirtuoua exped Lency is 
practiced, is the best that man can expect in thig world. 
Jack Chase acts alwayE ln th( w.iy which in his view will 
benef'Lt the most people. Whit~ Jacket Joins hands with 
his fellow men after his baptism at the end of White Jacket. 
Ishmael accepts a savage friend by applying broard human- 
itarian principles to hie selection of friends and is 
spared from the disaster which meets his ahipmates. Captain 
Vere must make a difficult decision to condemn an innocent 
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man, in OJ:d£r to pr eser ve or der , r.ach of these characters 
acts out his put in the novels in accordance with Plinlim- 
non 's doctrine of viztuous expediency, and each of them is 
admirably fitted to live in the world as a reEult. 
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NOTE 
1. John w. Nichol ha1 pointed out that coiled, 
rather than !Olled4'is probably the correct reading of 
the word. See "MeJ.ville 's ' "Soiled" Pish of the Sea•," American Literature, XXI (1949), 338-339. 
V CONCLUSION 
'nlere fg a great deal of critical controversy about 
the pl~ce of_ the Plinlimmon pamphlet in Melville's work, 
and his artistic intention in writing it. This contro- 
versy ext~nds to the applicability of the pamphlet to 
Melville's work, and even to the novel in which it appears, 
Pierre. Since there !1 a question about what the pamphlet 
means and whether or not it is complete, and algo hmf it 
illuminates Pierre, if it does so at all, I made a fairly 
detailed analysis of the pamphlet itgelf, and then ehowed 
precieely how this interpretation of the pamphlet applies 
directly to Pierre. Pierre's death at the end of the novel 
and the woe which he suffers throughout come as direct 
re1ults of his failure to understand the exhortation of 
the pamphlet and to apply it to hie own conduct. Some 
of Melville's earlier work ls also su~eptable to inter- 
pretation in this light. Mardi contains Taj!, an early 
character who tries to follow what Plinllmmon would call 
a chronometrical course of conduct. The pamphlet makeft 
Taji•s quest more understandable and his suicide at the 
end of the novel more predictable. In Redburn and White 
Jacket, two novels which make up one continued narrative, 
the title character (treating the two as one pergon) at• . . 
tempts to liYe by an absolute standard by getting himself 
~bove the common lot of mankind as repre!ented by the crew 
of the ship(s). This narrative haa a somewhat leas dis• 
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aet,rou! end the.n Pierre or Mardi, becau!e White Jack~t 
manageg to ca!t off hie chronometrical eoul, but it is 
only after that eoul, eymbolized by him white jacket, 
hft~ ltd him to the Yery verge of death In the plunge into 
the ttea. Ahab •11 monomaniacal c;ue!t for the tThite whale 
in Moby ~ becomeg ea~ler to under!tand when the maim~d 
captain of the whaler!~ view~d a~ a chronometrical char- 
acter. He believe~ that all evil !e per~onified in the 
whale and that by acting in a godlike manner, he can degtroy 
I . 
the whale and thu! free mankind from evil. But Ahab, like 
Pierre, ?'.'8Ji, and Redburn-White Jacket, i~ only a ~ortal 
and fal~e into folly and ~in for hi~ heroic effortB. Ahab's 
death le the reward which he reape for hi~ attempt at 
chronometrical behaY!or. Piilly ~. Melvill~'g laeit 
work, ie •1~o illwninated by the Plinli~.mon pamphlet. 
Dilly {g more nearly perfect in hi! innocence than any 
of the other chronometrical cheracters, but he ~till carrie8 
tht "calJ.!ng card" of Satan, and it prove! to be h!s undoing. 
Thie etory again dramatizee the moral of the pamphlet: that 
woe and death are the rewarde for a mortal who attempts to 
live according to hesYenly standard!. 
Melville'g heroee, if they can be called that, are 
the horological character!. Though they fail to be ae 
1pectacular a! the chronometrlcal characters, they do guc- 
ceed in living in the world. There ie no horological 
character in Pierre, but such characterg are found in the 
remt of the novel! which contain chronometrical characters. 
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In Mafdi the phi~osophcr • Dabbalanja, chooses to x ema!n in 
the horological eoc!ety of Serenia rather than continue the 
quest for perfec~ion. Babba1anja realizes the imperfections 
of the Seren~an soc:iety, but knows that. compr oed se with im- 
perfection is nec e ssar y for earthly existence. Hi~ com- - .. 
pr omd se and ~he compromise with evil which the Serenian 
society make/' are both more rr ~~nint-:ful in the light of 
the ttv!rtuous exped Lency" required of a horological char- 
acter by the Plinlimmon panph1~t. In the R~~bt~n~1hite 
Jacket n~rat!ve Harry Dolton i! a fledeling horolocieal 
character, but he fails to effect a ,.,orkable compromise 
with life and die~. The action:iJ of Jack chase, a more 
nature Uarry_Bolton, are eon~i~tent when measured by 
horo1~gical ~tandardg, thou~h they rnay be puzzling by 
nn abgolute !tandard. Ishmael is saved from the ultimate 
disagter of the Pequod in Moby ~because he arrived at 
a compromise 'dth absolute criteria of right and wrong. 
His savage friend, Queequeg, who is the means of Jghmael'g 
. - 
salvat~o~ from ab~olute standards, al!o provides the means 
for his salvation from drONning, the coffin which keeps 
him afloat. Captain "Starry" Vere'!!! action in condemning 
Billy Budd to death in the work of the eame name becomes 
more under!tandable and sympathetic when viewed a s an 
action of 0v!rtuoug expediency" to prevent possible mutiny. 
The chronom~tricRl character~ in the novelt;/have 
received !lightly more attention in th!~ the~ie than the 
horological~ but their gtature ju~tlfies this emphasis to 
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me. The horological characters are far from dull in 
Melville's work, but the mortals who dare to attempt 
chronometricnl action do rise nbove them in heroism. 
The ch%onometrica1 men may he wrong, but they rise to 
heroic action in their errors. 
The Plinlimmon pamphlet, "Chr~ometricals and I-Iorolog• 
!cal~' does provide the key to a ba sdc theme in Melville's 
fiction, and .. the fiction can be better undergtood in the 
light of thil! 1musual pamphlet. 
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